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S u m m a r y
An autonomous robot able to navigate inside an unknown environment and reconstruct 
full 3D scene models using monocular video has been a long term goal in the field of Ma­
chine Vision. A key component of such a system is the reconstruction of surface models 
from estimated scene structure. Sparse 3D measurements of real scenes are readily es­
timated from N-view image sequences using structure-from-motion techniques. In this 
thesis we present a geometric theory for reconstruction of surface models from sparse 
3D data captured from N camera views. Based on this theory we introduce a general 
N-view algorithm for reconstruction of 3D models of arbitrary scenes from sparse data. 
Using a hypothesise and verify strategy this algorithm reconstructs a surface model 
which interpolates the sparse data and is guaranteed to be consistent with the feature 
visibility in the N-views. To achieve efficient reconstruction independent of the number 
of views a simplified incremental algorithm is developed which integrates the feature 
visibility independently for each view. This approach is shown to converge to an ap­
proximation of the real scene structure and have a computational cost which is linear in 
the number of views. Surface hypothesis are generated based on a new incremental pla­
nar constrained Delaunay triangulation algorithm. We present a statistical geometric 
framework to explicitly consider noise inherent in estimates of 3D scene structure from 
any real vision system. This approach ensures that the reconstruction is reliable in the 
presence of noise and missing data. Results are presented for reconstruction of both 
real and synthetic scenes together with an evaluation of the reconstruction performance 
in the presence of noise.
K ey w ords: Scene modelling, sparse data, incremental reconstruction, Delaunay tri­
angulation, geometric uncertainty, mobile robot.
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C h a p t e r  1
I n t r o d u c t i o n
In 1921 a new play premiered in Prague called the Rossum’s Universal Robots. The 
author was Karel Capek and the original novel had only been written a year .earlier. 
According to the story, Rossum had invented a formula to reproduce man like ma­
chines able to be used as cheap labour. The machines called robots have all human 
characteristics but lack the ability to innovate. Eventually, however robots revolted 
against mankind and killed humans. The script would not make much impression to 
an audience today when people are familiar with robots. For its time though it resulted 
in much controversy and extended social discussions. This is considered the birth of 
the term robot a word that originates from the Czech “robotica” that means servitude 
or hard labour.
Eighty years later how far are we from discovering the secret of Rossum’s formula and 
creating an intelligent machine? The answer depends on the way intelligence is defined. 
State-of-the-art robots today may look like humans (figure 1.1(a)) or even friendly pets 
(figure 1.1(b)) but their behaviour is restricted to a limited predefined set of interactions 
with their environment. Surprisingly, perhaps the most “intelligent” robots today are 
those participating in various maze contests where the robots are initially placed at the 
entrance of a maze and autonomously search for the exit.
This may not be considered for many as significant progress, especially compared with 
advances in the related field of computing. In the sixties, when research towards in­
telligent machines originated, researchers were full of optimism tha t humans were soon
1
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(b)
(a)
Figure 1.1: State of the art robots, (a)Honda humanoid ASIMO. (b)SONY entertain­
ment robot AIBO
going to be served by smart robots. The complexity of the problem had then been pro­
foundly underestimated. Creating intelligent robotic machines is an interdisciplinary 
subject that involves different aspects of sensing, manipulation and most importantly 
thinking which will integrate the sensory information into action.
Maybe the most prominent human sense is vision. Vision provides us with all the 
information necessary to understand and interact with our surrounding environment. 
Hence it is not a coincidence that this sense was one of the first that man has tried to 
incorporate into machines. Navigating inside a scene and building a model represen­
tation of it is fundamental in visual perception. This thesis attempts to offer a smail 
step forward in this direction.
1.1 Environment modelling using an autonomous robot 
platform
Today much progress has been achieved on dedicated robots operating, most of the 
time, in industrial plants and performing a specific task. These applications however 
require only a limited understanding of the environment. One of the most challenging
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aspects of Machine Vision is to be able to navigate an autonomous vehicle around an 
unknown environment, avoiding collisions with obstacles and building up a map of that 
scene using information from one or more cameras.
The research presented in this thesis is part of a larger research project aimed at 
developing an autonomous mobile robot platform to achieve these tasks. This thesis 
presents the framework and algorithms developed for constructing 3D surface models 
from sparse 3D feature location estimates. Sparse estimates of 3D feature location 
are reconstructed from image sequences obtained from a single camera mounted on a 
mobile robot platform. Models are built progressively as the robot moves around the 
scene. Potential applications of this system include virtual walkthroughs and general 
telepresence for domains such as entertainment, computer games, authentication of 
hazardous environments and visualisation of real-estate.
1 . 1 . 1  H a r d w a r e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n
The mobile robot platform used, called “Cyclops” , is shown in figure 1.2. The base 
has three wheels coupled together and controlled by an embedded microprocessor. The 
platform has a single colour video camera with motorised focus and zoom mounted on a 
pan-and-tilt head. A processor inside the pan-and-tilt head controls both the movement 
of the camera and the parameters of the lens. Composite video output of the camera 
is broadcasted by a wireless link to a frame grabber on a remote workstation. The 
main control unit of the platform is an onboard Intel x386 processor. A 2-way radio 
communication channel links the mobile platform to a remote computer. The onboard 
controller redirects incoming instructions to the various pieces of hardware on the robot 
and transmits odometry and camera motion information back.
1 . 1 . 2  V i s u a l  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  S o f t w a r e  s y s t e m
The system has been developed to be independent of the type of robot platform used as 
far as possible. In this direction the whole software has been designed in a modular way, 
an outline of which is presented in Figure 1.3. The Control system provides the low- 
level control instructions for the robot base, pan-and-tilt head and camera parameters.
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Figure 1.2: Our mobile robot platform “Cyclops”
Mobile robot control is directed by a planning module that provides a navigation path 
based on feedback from the partially reconstructed 3D scene model up to a particular 
time instance.
The Vision system takes as input the video stream from the frame grabber and extracts 
the “significant" features (points and lines) from each frame. Odometry information is 
used to obtain the approximate camera location. Epipolar geometry is utilised to ac­
complish automatic feature matching between consecutive frames in the image sequence 
[85]. Feature matches are fed into a structure-from-motion (SFM) module which com­
putes 3D estimates of scene feature and camera location based on a recursive bundle 
adjustment algorithm [60].[62]. This process results in a sparse set of 3D scene feature 
location estimates (points and lines) together with estimates of their uncertainty co- 
variance. The problem, which is the central topic of this thesis, is then to reconstruct 
a model of the scene surfaces from the sparse feature data.
The Environment Modelling system, presented in this thesis, uses the sparse measure­
ments estimated from the SFM to build a local model of the scene at each time instant 
as seen from the specific camera viewpoint. This model is subsequently integrated with
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Figure 1.3: Outline of the software configuration modules of the system
the existing 3D global environment model constructed upto the previous frame. An 
iterative integration algorithm based on a geometric reconstruction framework is intro­
duced to integrate the local and previous global model to obtain a new global model
[57],[55],[56]. This integration is based on a hypothesise and verify strategy using fea­
ture visibility and is shown to converge to a representation of the real scene surfaces. 
Resulting models are exported in Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) format 
so that viewing is possible through a remote Internet connection.
In a complete system this partial global model would be fedback to the robot control 
system for navigation planning and viewpoint selection. Realisation of a complete sys­
tem for autonomous navigation is an ongoing task. Currently manual intervention is 
required for viewpoint selection. This thesis presents a theoretical analysis of the prob­
lem of reconstruction from sparse data captured from multiple views and subsequent 
algorithm development for the incremental reconstruction of surface models.
1.2 Motivation and aim
There have been several groups and projects that tried to develop similar systems in 
the past. An early attem pt was the DROID 3D system [91],[38] that used a single 
calibrated camera mounted on a moving vehicle. More recently the European project 
VANGUARD aimed at scene model reconstruction from a hand-held uncalibrated cam­
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era. Both these systems have successfully achieved impressive results for estimating the 
geometry of features in the real world scenes. Unfortunately the problem of approxi­
mating the corresponding scene topologies by reconstructing the surfaces that span the 
space between the cloud of computed 3D features has been almost completely ignored.
In recent years extensive research has focused 011 solving the structure-from-motion 
problem and significant progress has been made both in theoretical and practical terms. 
In contrast, very limited work has been done on surface reconstruction that connects 
the sparse feature set to approximate the scene surface topology. This open-problem, 
and the need to find a solution in order to realise a complete scene reconstruction 
system, motivated the research presented in this thesis.
The only research that has attempted to address this problem of estimating scene 
surface topology based only on a sparse feature set estimated from image sequences 
has been undertaken by Faugeras et al. [32]. Like the model reconstruction approach 
presented in this thesis their approach is also based on feature visibility in multiple 
views. However, their approach is limited to batch reconstruction, the effects of noise 
011 the feature positions were not considered and the final model was in a volumetric 
triangular form difficult to texture or render. The limitations of their approach are 
therefore prohibitive for any practical application of the algorithm.
A methodology aiming to circumvent all the above limitations was the principal objec­
tive of this study. This thesis primarily focuses on automatic surface reconstruction of 
indoor scenes and reflects the work that has been done on the Environment Modelling 
module of the system presented in the last section. It is assumed that at each time 
instant corresponding to acquisition of an image frame, input is provided in the form 
of a set of estimates of sparse 3D scene feature locations and camera poses with their 
associated covariance estimates. Sparseness of the feature set is a typical characteristic 
of geometry reconstruction from monocular video sequences of indoor scenes due to 
the absence of visual features in many regions which can be reliably matched between 
consecutive image frames. This sparseness is in contrast to the dense estimates of 3D 
surface shape obtained from active sensing. An important characteristic of the ap­
proach developed is the ability to progressively build a triangulated surface model as
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new scene structure becomes visible so that the resulting model at any time instant can 
be used to plan the next best viewing location. This was considered to be an important 
criteria for the development of such a system. The methodology developed also aims 
to be computationally efficient to allow the processing of extended image sequences. A 
primary requirement is that the reconstructed model should converge to a consistent 
approximation of the true scene surface topology as the number of processed frames 
increases. Finally, the system should be robust under the effects of noise inherent in 
every real visual reconstruction system.
1.3 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents a literature survey of research 
related to the reconstruction of 3D models and focuses on techniques applicable to large 
scale scenes. In the subsequent chapter 3 a general theory for the problem of recon­
structing from sparse 3D data captured from N camera views is proposed. A general 
algorithm using a hypothesise and verify strategy based on feature visibility is proposed 
and shown to converge to the true scene surfaces as the number of images increases. 
Computationally efficient application of this theory over extended video sequences is 
achieved by an incremental algorithm that is presented in the next chapter 4. New 
surface hypothesis is based on a new incremental constrained Delaunay triangulation 
algorithm that is following in chapter 5. In chapter 6 the reliability of the algorithm 
in the presence of noise and missing data is considered. Covariance information associ­
ated with the feature and camera location estimates is utilised to build an uncertainty 
envelope around the reconstruction so that model verification based on feature visibil­
ity becomes tolerant to noise. Chapter 7 presents a comprehensive evaluation of the 
methodology on multiple synthetic scenes with simulated noise and a limited real data 
set. Finally, the thesis is concluded with a summary of the achievements of this study 
and suggestions for further work.
Chapter 1. Introduction
C h a p t e r  2
O v e r v i e w  o f  r e l a t e d  w o r k  o n  
S c e n e  M o d e l l i n g
There is 110 doubt that over the last decade everybody has experienced the rapid inva­
sion of computerised technology in different areas of our day to day life. Applications 
reach from cinema and TV to entertainment games, art and medicine. The digital 
world seems so exciting but at the same time its synthetic creation is still apparent.
Several research disciplines like photogramme try, computer graphics and computer vi­
sion have endeavoured for the creation of realistic scene representations. Photogram- 
metrists were the first that studied problems like camera calibration, image registra­
tion and bundle adjustment. Building 011 this basis 3D computer vision considered the 
problem of automatically reconstructing geometric descriptions of real world (or even 
synthetic) objects using data captured from several different type of sensors.
Computer graphics on the other hand focused on the inverse problem of synthesising 
images from geometric models such as the ones resulted from the 3D vision field. Using 
additional information 011 the surface reflectance properties and the scene illumination 
conditions realistic images are rendered. Recent approaches however address the issue 
of creating such views not based on an underlying geometric model but instead on a 
number of images.
Work on generating 3D representations for real objects in general is a topic that can­
9
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not be covered in the limited length of a single chapter. Thus the main focus has 
been on different techniques that have been proposed in the literature in the field of 
reconstruction of realistic large scale scenes. These techniques have been categorised 
as image-based and geometric-based. The primary criterion of this classification is the 
underlying structures used to build the reconstructed representation and it is either a 
set of images or geometric primitives.
2.1 Image-Based Modelling
Long before computers were invented artists and engineers, especially architects, were 
able to manually generate views of a scene having available not more than a few ref­
erence images. The automation of this intuitive ability is the target of today’s image 
based modelling techniques.
In the image based approach the world is modelled in terms of a number of source 
images which are used to synthesise novel images that represent the scene from arbitrary 
viewpoints. As images can capture even the fine details of appearance, the complexity 
of the modelling process is decoupled from the complexity of the scene. Thus the 
amount of photorealism in the generated images only depends on the quality of the 
input views.
Image based modelling has evolved from research in both computer vision and graphics 
fields. Although the majority of the work in this area has focused on direct view 
interpolation between example images another category of methods approximate the 
plenoptic function [1] and directly synthesise images from arbitrary viewpoints. These 
two main categories are further discussed in the following section.
2 . 1 . 1  A p p r o x i m a t i o n  o f  t h e  P l e n o p t i c  F u n c t i o n
People visualise the world as an interaction of light with the surface of the objects 
surrounding them. A set of light rays passing through the eye and focusing on the 
retina results to an image of the environment. In this sense everything that can be seen 
is contained in the dense array of different light rays that fill the space.
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Adelson et al. [1] first introduced the plenoptic function to describe the structure of 
light. Measuring this function involves deploying a camera at every possible position in 
the 3 dimensional space and recording the light intensity passing through the camera 
lenses at every possible angle for every possible wavelength at every time. Once this 
7D function has been captured generating images of a scene from arbitrary positions 
reduces to a trivial ray indexing process.
The plenoptic function is in practice impossible to compute. However, under certain 
assumptions its dimensionality can be reduced. Two techniques that utilised a 4D 
subset of the plenoptic function were the Lumigraph [36] and the Light Field [51]. They 
considered only the set of light rays leaving (if we observe from outside) a convex bound 
of the examined scene so that the radiance along each ray remains constant. They also 
assume a snapshot of the function to eliminate time and considered a monochromatic 
function to avoid the need for examination over different wavelengths.
Both approaches parameterise the light rays by their intersection with two apriori 
known oriented planes. Synthesising an image from a novel view subsequently involves 
computing the four line parameters for each image ray and resampling the radiance 
at those line parameters. Gotler et al [36] approximated the resampling process as 
the linear sum of the product between a quadralinear basis function and the value at 
each grid point in the two planes. They also use prior knowledge of the geometry of the 
object to adaptively define the shape of this basis function. Levoy et al [51] interpolated 
the 4D function from the nearest point on the grid.
The simplicity of generating arbitrary new images once the approximation of the plenop­
tic function has been computed is the principal advantage of these methods. The pre- 
process required for approximating this function however is highly expensive in both 
computational and storage terms as the sampling density must be high enough to avoid 
excessive blurriness. Besides the compression improvements proposed this approach is 
not feasible for approximating scenes with a wide range of views such as buildings due 
to the prohibitive storage costs.
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2 . 1 . 2  V i e w  I n t e r p o l a t i o n
The problem of the large number of images required in the preprocessing stage of all 
the approaches that approximate the plenoptic function can be circumvented with the 
use of geometric image inferences. View interpolation techniques utilise information 
as pixel depth or image to image constrains such as the fundamental matrix and the 
trilinear tensors to reproject image pixels from a small number of reference images to 
a given viewpoint.
Chen et al. [14] represented the whole set of original images as a graph structure. Each 
node in the graph contained a source image, the camera parameters and apriori known 
corresponding range data. Arcs connecting adjacent nodes represent directional morph 
maps (optical flow) obtained from the dense correspondences. A similar approach has 
been proposed in [13] where instead, a stereo algorithm has been used to compute 
approximate depth maps.
To synthesise views in-between a pair of images the displacement vectors are linearly 
interpolated and the pixels in the reference images are moved by the interpolated vector 
to their destination. However, linear interpolation only yields a valid reprojection if 
the source and the new image planes are parallel.
To overcome this limitation Seitz et al. [80] proposed a three step algorithm. Ini­
tially they prewarp (rectify) the source images so that their image planes are aligned. 
By linearly interpolating positions and colours on the reference images a new inter­
mediate view along the line segment connecting the two camera centres is generated. 
A postwarping process finally transforms the image plane of the new view to its de­
sired position and orientation. The principal restriction on this technique rely on the 
configuration of the two basis views which must satisfy the monotonicity constraint.
Generation of new views from rectilinear source images has been extended to cylindri­
cal panoramic images. McMillan et al. [63] reconstruct panoramic views by stitching 
together images acquired from a purely rotated camera and describe a geometric con­
straint for cylindrical projections that determines the possible positions of a point given 
its location in some other cylinder. This constraint has been used to establish corre­
spondences between cylindrical reference pairs which gives a dense disparity map. A
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warp function subsequently combines the transformation of the disparity values from 
the known reference pair to the new cylinder and its reprojection as a planar image for 
viewing. Similar work using stereo pairs of planar images has been proposed in [48].
The introduction of the cylindrical epipolar geometry was the novel aspect of [63]. 
However, a more stable geometric constraint than the epipolar geometry is the trilinear 
tensor [83]. The use of trilinearities as a warping function from model views to novel 
synthesised images has been presented in [3]. A seed tensor is computed from three 
reference images. For every new view with known camera motion parameters relative 
to one of the reference images, a tensor is computed between the remaining two images 
and this new view. The tensor is subsequently used to render the image.
The relatively small number of reference images required by view interpolation together 
with the absence of explicit geometry are their principal characteristics. However, all 
such techniques rely on establishing correspondence between image pixels in the source 
views. Although, several geometric constraints have been imposed to solve this problem, 
in practice accuracy depends on the system calibration which is itself a challenging 
problem. Furthermore, when stereo correspondence estimation algorithms are used the 
small base line requirement, imposes limitations on the reference image configuration 
while the aperture problem limits the applicability of correlation techniques.
2.2 Geometry Modelling
Using photographs as the underlying scene primitives provides an inexpensive and 
realistic environment representation. However, if goals other than pure visualisation 
are important such as extensive walkthroughs in large scale sites and spatial reasoning 
or editing then an underlying geometric model that can be directly rendered from 
arbitrary views is required.
The problem of automatic reconstruction of 3D models has attracted considerable re­
search interest, initially focused on modelling small objects and more recently larger 
scale environments. The form of these models can be polygonal, volumetric, based on 
higher order surface patches or CAD models. The geometric representation used de­
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pen ds on b o th  the type of a cq u is it io n  sensor a n d  the req uired  use of the re su lte d  m o d el. 
P h o to re a lism  is enhanced b y d ire ct m a p p in g  of the im ages of the scene as textu re  onto  
the co rresp o n din g  geom etric p rim itiv e s.
G e o m e try  m o d ellin g  m ethodologies can  be categorised a cco rd in g  to the a m o u n t of 3 D  
in fo rm a tio n  a vaila b le  and the typ e of the adopted sensors. B o th  a ctiv e  a n d  p a ssive  
sensors have been u tilise d  to p ro vid e  dense or sparse 3 D  m easurem ents of the re al 
scenes geom etry. U n lik e  im age based techniques, as th e  level of d e ta il for a  scene  
ca n  be u n re stricte d ly  com plex, the co m p u ta tio n a l requirem ents of the re co n stru ctio n  
process increases because of the bigger a n d  m ore a ccu ra te  d a ta  sets needed. D e sp ite  
th is  p r in c ip a l lim ita tio n  tho ugh, exam ples of re co n stru ctio ns on co m p lex  re al w orld  
e n viro n m en t have been achieved a n d  constant advances in  b o th  sensor a n d  co m p u ter  
hardw are technology are lik e ly  to provid e the m eans for a rb itr a r y  scene m o d e llin g  in  
the future.
A n  overview  of several different geom etry based m ethodologies is presented in  th is  
section sta rt in g  w ith  tech niques th a t u tilise  dense d e p th  m aps o b ta in e d  from  a ctiv e  
sensors. A p p ro ach e s th a t use the sam e k in d  of in p u t d a ta  b u t in ste ad  based  on c a m ­
era sensors are su b seq u en tly  presented. U sin g  a ga in  p assive sen sin g  two categories  
of v o lu m e tric  m ethods, sh ap e from  silh ouettes an d  re co n stru ctio n  based on the photo  
co n sisten cy  co n strain t are used. F in a l ly  research has also addressed m o d e llin g  from  
sparse d a ta  w hich is m ore closely re lated  to th is work. D e sp ite  the focus b e in g  on re­
co n stru ctin g  large scale scenes, the fe a sib ility  of techniques tha t extend e x istin g  sm a ll  
o b je ct m o d e llin g  approaches is  also assessed.
2 . 2 . 1  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  u s i n g  a c t i v e  s e n s o r s
A c tiv e  sen sin g  is m ore recent th a n  passive however the asso ciated  technology h a s sig ­
n ifica n tly  progressed over the la st decade m a k in g  the use of such sensors m ore w id e ly  
spread. T h e re  are two m a in  categories of active  sensors. T h e  ones based  on stru c tu re d  
light tr ia n g u la tio n  and  the laser range scanners ( L R S ) .  Sensors b elo n gin g  in  the first  
class p ro ject a  light strip e  on the scene a n d  use a cam era to view  it. B a se d  on a ccu ra te  
know ledge on the co n fig uration  of the light em itter re lative  to the ca m e ra  d e p th  ca n
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th e n  be co m p u ted . T h e  second  cate g o ry  of sen sors e m it a n d  re ceive  a  la se r b e a m  a n d  
b y  m e asu rin g  difference o f p h ase, t im e  o f fligh t or fre q u e n cy sh ift d e p th  is  m e asu red . 
T h e s e  la tte r sensors are the m ost w id e ly  u sed  in  ro b o tics  a p p lic a t io n s  d u e  m a in ly  to  
th e ir a b ility  to o p erate  o n  m e d iu m  a n d  long ran g es.
T h e  id e a  of u sin g  a  laser rang e sca n n e r for a c q u is it io n  o f 3 D  d a t a  is  n o t new . N it z a n  et 
al. [69] used a  laser w h ich  was b a se d  on the p h ase  difference betw een the  e m itte d  a n d  
the received b e a m  in  ord er to e stim a te  d ista n c e  to a  p o in t. A t  th e  tim e , th e  a cq u is it io n  
rate  was 500m s p e r p ix e l m a k in g  the fo rm a tio n  o f a  1 2 8 x 1 2 8  im ag e  a  process lasting- 
m ore th a n  two ho u rs. N ow , it  is  p o ss ib le  to c a p tu re  h ig h e r re so lu tio n  (50 0 x 50 0 ) range  
im ages at a ra te  o f several H z . D e sp ite  th e  te ch n o lo g ica l a d v a n ce s s in ce  th e n  th o u g h , 
range sensors are not as w id e sp re a d  as one m ig h t ex p ected . T h e  m a in  re aso n  is th a t  
the req uirem en ts for b e tte r speed a n d  a c c u ra c y  led  to syste m s th a t  were to o  b u lk y  an d  
co stly  for use b e y o n d  th e re search  a n d  in d u s tr ia l m arkets.
L R S  have been used to o b ta in  in fo rm a tio n  re q u ire d  in  the re co n stru c tio n  o f 3 D  rep­
resentations for re al o b je cts  a n d  scenes. T h e  re aso n  is th a t  su c h  sen sors p ro vid e  an  
a ccu ra te  range m a p  o f th e  scene in  th e ir  fie ld  o f view  ( F O V ) .  I n  g e n e ral how ever no  
com plete m o d el ca n  be b u ild  fro m  a  sin g le  v ie w p o in t d u e  to the o c c lu s io n s  cau sed  b y  
the co m p le x ity  o f the scene surfaces a n d  the lim ite d  se n so r’s F O V  re la tiv e  to th e  size  
of the scene to be re co n stru cte d .
B y  d ep lo yin g  the L R S  in  different p o sitio n s p o te n tia lly  th e  w hole scene c a n  be scan ne d . 
How ever, th is  a c q u is it io n  a p p ro a ch  y ie ld s  to th e  im p o rta n t p ro b le m  o f re g iste rin g  the  
p a r t ia lly  o ve rlap p in g  im ag es in  a  co m m o n  co o rd in a te  fram e. T h e  goal o f re g istra tio n  
is to find the tra n sfo rm a tio n  th a t  b est a lig n s the rang e im ag es. T h e r e  are  two m a in  
m ethodologies a d d re ss in g  im ag e re g istra tio n . T h e  first is to p r a c t ic a lly  c ircu m v e n t  
the p ro b lem  c o m p le te ly  b y  re ly in g  on p re cise ly  c a lib ra te d  m e ch a n ic a l e q u ip m e n t su ch  
as tu rn ta b le s a n d  e y e -in -h a n d  d evices (rob ot a rm s) to d e te rm in e  th e  m o tio n  betw een  
the view s. T h e  secon d co n sists  o f m e th o d s th a t  e x p lo it in fo rm a tio n  co n ta in e d  in  the  
o verlap p ing  range im ages.
T h e  vast m a jo r ity  of re g istra tio n  te ch n iq u e s are  b ased on the Ite r a t iv e  C lo se st  P o in t  
( I C P )  m ethod. T h e  m a in  id e a  is to refine a  r ig id  tra n sfo rm a tio n  b y  ite r a t iv e ly  co m ­
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p u tin g  the in cre m e n tal tran sfo rm atio n s th a t m in im ise  the d istan ce  between the tra n s­
form ed p o in ts from  the first view  to the second. T h e  first developed an d  m ost w ell 
know n a lg o rith m  based  on th is  stra te g y has been proposed b y  B e s l et al. [8]. T h e y  
assum ed  correspondence between p o in ts based on the closest d istan ce  m e tric a n d  com ­
pute the ro ta tio n  a n d  tra n sla tio n  vectors th a t m in im ises the re sid u a ls  at each step in  
a least squares sense. T h e  o rig in a l I C P  a lg o rith m  has several lim ita tio n s  the m ost  
p ro m in ent of w hich  are th a t a  good in it ia l  estim ate of the tra n sfo rm atio n  is re q u ired  
in  order to ensure convergence, the m e th o d  is not rob ust to noise an d  one d a ta  set is  
assum ed  to be a  subset of the other. F u rth e r research has su cce ssfu lly  add ressed  a ll  
these lim ita tio n s.
O n ce the m u ltip le  im ages are registered into  a  com m on co o rd inate  fram e rang e d a ta  
from  regions of the scanned  surface cap tu re d  from  m ore th a n  one im age can  be in te ­
grated  to o b ta in  a  sing le  fused surface. Strategies for in te gratin g  m u ltip le  range im ages  
can  be classified  to m esh an d  volum e based acco rd in g  to the in te rm e d iate  represen­
tatio n  used. M esh in te gratio n  techniques [89, 98, 76] in it ia lly  perform  a  tria n g u la tio n  
to the raw  3 D  d a ta , id e n tify  the o verlap p ing  regions, rem ove the re d u n d a n t geom etry  
for b o th  m eshes an d  in  a  fin a l step st itc h  them  to a single representation. A lth o u g h  
these m eth ods a p p e a r to perform  better in  co m p u tatio n al term s [40] th ey ca n  s t il l  fa il 
c a ta s tro p h ica lly  in  areas of h ig h  cu rva tu re  [20].
V o lu m e tric  based in te gratio n  m ethods [41, 20, 74] are generally  m ore ro b u st. T h e  
w hole scene volum e is su b d iv id e d  into a  d iscrete set of voxels a n d  for each im age a  
contin uous fu n ctio n  th a t represents the weight signed d istan ce of a  p o in t to the nearest  
estim ated  surface is  sam p led  at the vertices of a  voxel. Voxels th a t cover regions of the  
real surface w hich have been scan n e d  several tim es w ill have m u ltip le  estim ates o f the  
fun ctio n  on each vertex w hich are com bined a cco rd in g  to th eir weights. T h e  isosurface  
th at correspon ds to the zero set of the fun ctio n  is considered as the re co n stru cte d  
surface. T h e  c a lc u la tio n  of the zero poin ts of the fun ctio n  and  its  p o ly g o n isa tio n  ca n  
be ach ieved  b y the m a rch in g  cub e a lgorith m [53].
T h e  m ethodology in v o lv in g  a cq u is it io n , re g istra tio n  and in te gratio n  of m u ltip le  scan s  
has been ex te n sive ly  ap p lie d  to the re co n stru ctio n  of sm a ll o b jects, a n d  a p p lic a tio n s
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have been su cce ssfu lly  developed to cover the m arket d e m a n d . In h e re n tly  tho ug h th is  
re co n stru ctio n  a p p ro a ch  can n o t be d ire c t ly  extended to b u ild  3 D  m o d els for large scale  
scenes b ecause of th e ir c o m p u ta tio n a l co m p le x ity  a n d  storage costs. Im ag e  re g istra tio n  
u sin g  I C P  is a  ite ra tiv e  m in im is a tio n  process over h u n d red s or even th o u sa n d s of p o in ts  
w h ile  im age in te g ratio n  ca n  be show n [40] to e x h ib it  a  0(M 2N) co m p u ta tio n a l arid  
0 ( 7 V 3) storage co m p le x ity  w here M  is  the n u m b er of im ages a n d  N  the average n u m b er  
of p o in ts in  each range im age.
A n  a tte m p t to develop a  sy ste m  for scene re co n stru ctio n  b ased  on th is  m eth odology has  
been presented b y  E l-H a k im  et al. [29], T h e ir  syste m  co n sists of eight C C D  cam eras  
a n d  a  L R S  m o un ted  on a  m o b ile  p latfo rm . F o r each p o sitio n  of the p latfo rm  the L R S  
p ro d u ces a  range m a p  for each of the 8 im ages. Fea tu res co rresp o n d in g  to d isco n tin u itie s  
in  b o th  im ages a n d  range m ap s are a u to m a tic a lly  ex tracted  b u t m a n u a lly  m atched. 
B u n d le  a d ju stm e n t is used to co m p u te the p o sitio n a l p a ra m eters of each im age in  a  
g lo b al co o rd in a te  syste m . C o rre sp o n d e n ce s betw een 2 D  a n d  3 D  features are then used  
to register the ran g e d a ta  w h ich  are su b se q u e n tly  in tegrated  b y  a  vo lu m e tric  m eth od  
[74]. A lth o u g h  no d ire ct in d ic a t io n  for the executio n tim e of the re co n stru ctio n  process  
h as been presented the re su ltin g  m o d el for a  single em p ty ro o m  co nsisted  of several 
th o u sa n d  trian g le s for the coarser voxel resolution.
T h e  size  of the re co n stru cte d  m od els is  d ire c tly  related to the a m o u n t of d a ta  y ie ld ed  
b y each scan . I f  th is  raw  d a ta  is tr ia n g u la te d  into  facets th en  a n  ex trem ely large  
an d  co m p lex  m esh re p resen tatio n  is  recovered for the scene. T o  re m e d y th is  inherent  
p ro b le m  S eq u eira  et a l. [81] trie d  to a u to m a tic a lly  fit p lan es to the 3 D  m easurem ents. 
A  nearest n e ig h b o u r m u ltire so lu tio n  tria n g u la tio n  guided  b y  the surface in fo rm a tio n  
is su b se q u e n tly  used  to y ie ld  a  tr ia n g u la r  m esh. T h e  re g istra tio n  is perform ed b y  a n  
I C P  a lg o rith m  w hile  a  m esh based  in te g ratio n  process th a t d isreg a rd s the less re liab le  
p o in ts on o ve rlap p in g  regions y ie ld s the fin a l m odel. T h e  m e th o d  is re cu rsive  a n d  th e ir  
m o b ile  p la tfo rm  is d riv e n  b y  a  view  p o in t p la n n in g  a lg o rith m  th a t d etects o cclu sio n s  
based  on surface d isco n tin u itie s  a n d  selects the next ca p tu re  p o in t th a t o p tim ises a  
n u m b e r of c r ite r ia  su ch  as o cclu sio n s re so lu tio n  an d  a cq u is it io n  co n d itio n s. A  s im ila r  
b u t b a tc h  ap p ro ach  has been presented b y Stam os et al. [90].
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M ore re ce n tly  E l -H a k im  et a l. [28] have extended  the p lan e fittin g  m e th o d  to m ore  
general su rface  patches a n d  C A D  m odels. How ever, th e ir m e th o d  is h ig h ly  in te ra ctive  as 
m a n u a l in te rve n tio n  is  ne cessary in  b o th  the re g istra tio n  stage a n d  the feature g ro up in g  
w here the h u m a n  o perator is  re q uired  to draw  w ith  the m ouse a  w indow  b o u n d in g  the  
p o in ts th a t belong to the sam e surface. E a c h  of the segm ented patches is su b seq u en tly  
tria n g u la te d  a n d  textu red  m a p p e d  se p arate ly  w h ich  re su lts in  in te rsectin g  surfaces not 
conn ected  in  the m odel.
P la n e  fittin g  is a  good m e th o d  to reduce the am o u n t of d a ta  a cq u ire d  b y  the laser 
sca n n e r. N everth eless d ist in g u ish in g  scene features sm alle r th a n  the th re sh o ld  adopted  
for co n sid e rin g  d a ta  as p a rt of a  surface becom es unfeasible. D a t a  co rresp o n d in g  to 
these features co llap se to th e ir assign ed  surface a n d  so d isa p p e a r from  the reco n structed  
m od el. S im ila r  effects ch a ra cte rise  a n  a lte rn a tiv e  d a ta  re d u ctio n  a p p ro a ch  w h ich  is  
based on m esh s im p lif ic a tio n  as trian g le s co llapses based on m easures su ch  as cu rva tu re  
or lo ca lity . A  re co n stru ctio n  m e th o d  th a t uses su ch  a  re d u ctio n  a p p ro a ch  has been  
proposed b y H u b e rt  et a l. [42]. F o r each range sca n  th e y com pute a  s im p lifie d  m esh  
a n d  m easure the lo ca l su rface  sh a p e  at sp e cific  p o in ts u sin g  sp in  im ages w h ich  is  a  
2 D  sig n a tu re . M e a su rin g  s im ila r ity  between these sp in  im ages th e y e stim ate  an  in it ia l  
a lig n m e n t w h ich  su b se q u e n tly  im proved  w ith  a n  I C P  a lg o rith m .
D a t a  re d u ctio n  is essential for re co n stru ctio n  of sm a ll, flexib le a n d  versa tile  m odels how ­
ever it can n o t be a p p lie d  to m o d e llin g  m eth ods [9, 75] a im in g  at re cu rsiv e ly  “ca rv in g ” 
a  so lid  vo lu m e a ro u n d  the scene. T h e  m a in  id ea  b e h in d  these m eth o ds is to su b d iv id e  
the sp ace in to  voxels th a t are in it ia lly  considered as fu ll, deploy the L R S  som ew here in  
th is  so lid  en viro n m en t a n d  e m it a  series of beam s w ith in  its F O V .  A n y  space between  
the sca n n e r a n d  each p o in t on the surface of the scene p o inted b y a  laser b e a m  is con­
sidered  e m p ty (F ig u re  2 .1 ) .  B y  re p o sitio n in g  the L R S  an d  a cq u irin g  new range m ap s a  
m odel of the o ccu p ie d  space is ite ra tiv e ly  b u ilt . I f  th is  process is rep eated  b y  selecting  
new view s for regions of sp ace  not p re v io u sly  scanned  the ap p ro ach  can  converge to a  
fu ll m o d el of the en viro n m en t.
V o lu m e tr ic  m o d e llin g  tech n iq ues like [9, 75, 29] a lth o u g h  a p p lie d  in  re co n stru ctio n  of  
large scenes alw ays re su lt in  huge im p ra c tic a l p o lygo nised  m odels. A lth o u g h  the size  of
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F ig u r e  2 .1 :  M o d el re co n stru ctio n  by re cu rsiv e ly  c a rv in g  a  so lid  vo lu m e
su ch  m o d els can  be s ig n ifica n tly  reduced by decreasin g  the voxel re so lu tio n  th is  a p p e a rs  
lim ite d  as the size of the voxels sets th e  b o u n d  on the expected error so th a t if  it exceeds 
a  ce rta in  th resh o ld  the advan tag es for u sin g  a L R S  are d isregard ed .
2 . 2 . 2  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  f r o m  d e n s e  p a s s i v e  s e n s o r s  r a n g e  d a t a
Stereo v is io n  is the process of a cq u ir in g  3 D  range in fo rm a tio n  a b o u t a  scene from  two 
or m ore im ages taken from  different view p o in ts. T h is  is s im ila r  to the h u m a n  v is u a l  
syste m  w here the different p ersp ectives of our two eyes re su lt in a slig h t d isp la ce m e n t  
o f the scene in  each of the two m o n o cu la r view s th at p e rm its us to e stim a te  d e p th . 
C o m p u te r stereo v isio n  is a  passive sen sin g  m ethod w hich is based on tr ia n g u la t io n  
betw een the p ixels th a t co rresp o n ds to the sam e scene stru ctu re  p ro je ctio n  on each  of 
the im ages.
T w o  view s are sufficient in  order to co m p ute 3 D  d ep th in fo rm a tio n . How ever, th is  
does not a lw ays correspon d to the n u m b e r of p h y sica l cam eras. T r ia n g u la t io n  ca n  be 
ach ieved  u sin g  a  single  cam e ra  th a t m oves a ro u n d  the scene b y co n sid e rin g  its p re v io u s  
c a p tu re d  im age as its  stereo p a ir. A  syste m  th a t uses a  single  u n c a lib ra te d  h a n d
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h e ld  ca m e ra  for fu ll scene re co n stru ctio n  has been proposed b y  P o llefeys et. a l. [71]. 
In it ia l ly  th e y  co m p ute the e p ip o la r geom etry th a t relates the first co up le of im ages in  
the sequence a n d  define a  reference fram e based on it . T h e  cam e ra  pose for each of the  
su b seq u en t fram es is  th e n  e stim ate d  in  th is  reference p ro je ctive  fram e. R e co n stru ctio n  
u sin g  u n c a lib ra te d  stereo ca n  be o n ly  d eterm ined  u p  to a  p ro je ctiv e  tra n sfo rm atio n  
a n d  th u s the next step in volves re strictio n  of th is  re co n stru ctio n  a m b ig u ity  to a  m e tric  
one. H a v in g  ca lcu la te d  the re la tive  p o sitio n  a n d  o rien ta tio n  for a ll  cam eras, im age  
re ctifica tio n  is a p p lie d  in  order to fa c ilita te  a dense d ep th  e stim a tio n  process. T h e  raw  
3 D  d a ta  are su b se q u e n tly  sm ooth ed  u sin g  a  th in  plate  sp lin e  m ethod. In  the fin al step  
a tr ia n g u la tio n  in  the reference view  is a p p lie d  in  order to b u ild  a  piecew ise surface  
m o d el. T h e  p r in c ip a l w eakness of th is  syste m  is the lack  of in te g ratio n  of d a ta  from  
different view p o in ts w hich  lim its  the re co n stru ctio n  to selected regions of the scene.
T h e  use of a  single  ca m e ra  im poses the co n strain t of a  short baselin e between the  
su ccessive  view s in  order to ach ieve a ccu ra te  a u to m a tic  m atch in gs. O n  the other h a n d , 
th is  re su lts  in  e x tra ctio n  of re la tiv e ly  in a ccu ra te  d ep th  d a ta  lo ca ted  w ith in  a  narrow  
field o f view . A  syste m  th a t overcom es th is  p roblem  h as been presented b y K a n g  
et a l. [43] a n d  m ake use of p a n o ra m ic  im ages taken from  a single w eakly  calib ra te d  
cam era . A t  each cam e ra  p o sitio n  a  p a n o ram a  is created b y stitch in g  im ages cap tured  
w hile  ro ta tin g  the cam e ra  3 6 0 ° a b o u t its centre. E x tr a c tio n  of features a n d  m a tch in g  
a m o n g  the p a n o ra m ic  im ages is used as in p u t to an  eight poin t a lg o rith m  from  w hich  
the essen tia l m a tr ix  betw een a  reference p a n o ram a  a n d  a ll other im ages is  com puted. 
U s in g  a  co n strain e d  search based on the e p ip o la r geom etry dense m a tch in g  is achieved  
th a t re su lts  in  a  dense d e p th  m ap . B y  a p p ly in g  a  3 D  tria n g u la tio n  on the clou d  of  
e stim ate d  p o in ts a  m o d el of the re al scene is com puted. U n fo rtu n a te ly , th is  technique is 
not a p p lic a b le  for in d o o r en viro n m en t re co n stru ctio n s because of the in herent lim ita tio n  
in  m o d e llin g  the floor an d  ce ilin g  of the scene.
C o n tr a r y  to [71] a n d  [43] w here m o n o cu la r video has been used N a ra y a n a n  et a l. [67] 
em ployed a n  a cq u is it io n  m e th o d  based on 5 1  syn ch ro n ised  c a lib ra te d  cam eras m ounted  
on a 5 m eter d iam eter dom e. T h e ir  “v irtu a lis e d  re a lity ” syste m  gave the user the  
a b ilit y  to control the v iew in g  angle of a  d y n a m ic  event ta k in g  place in  the dom e. A t  
each tim e  in sta n t a  m u lt i-b a se  lin e  stereo a lg o rith m  is u tilise d  to co m p ute a  dense
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ra n g e  m a p . N e a re st n e ig h b o u r tr ia n g u la t io n  is used to b u ild  a  p o lyg o n ise d  m o d el for 
each  v ie w p o in t. S u b se q u e n tly  th e  m o d e l is  te x tu re  m a p p e d  fro m  th e co rresp o n d in g  
so u rce  im ag es p r o v id in g  th e  a b ilit y  to d ire c t ly  re n d er the view  fro m  each of the o rig in a l 
c a m e ra ’s d ire ctio n s. T o  a ch ieve  view  sy n th e sis  from  a n  a r b itr a r y  v ie w p o in t the m o d el 
fro m  th e n e arest c a m e ra  w as chosen as reference a n d  rendered. H o les d ue to regions  
t h a t  were o r ig in a lly  o c c lu d e d  in  the reference fram e a n d  becom e v is ib le  from  the new  
v ie w in g  d ire c tio n  are covered  b y  re n d e rin g  n e ig h b o u r m od els. A lte r n a t iv e ly  the sy ste m  
c o u ld  p ro v id e  a  co m p le te  su rface  m o d el b y  fu sio n  of the m u lt ip le  d e p th  m ap s u sin g  
a  v o lu m e tr ic  in te g ra tio n  m e th o d  [20]. A lth o u g h  b o th  d y n a m ic  a n d  s ta t ic  scenes ca n  
b e m o d e lle d  th e  h a rd w a re  co n fig u ra tio n  o f the syste m  is b o th  c o stly  a n d  sta tic . O n ly  
even ts in s id e  the dom e c a n  be m o d e lle d  m a k in g  the ap p ro ach  in fea sib le  for a p p lic a tio n s  
w here ca m e ra s s h o u ld  be d ep lo yed  in sid e  the scene for e x p lo ra tio n  a n d  m a p p in g .
T h e  m e th o d o lo g ies for re co n stru c tio n  from  d ense d e p th  d a ta  a cq u ire d  from  L R S  an d  
stereo im ag es are  v e ry  s im ila r  as th e y b o th  re ly  on re g istra tio n  a n d  in te g ra tio n  steps. 
C a lib r a t io n , w h ich  c a n  be co n sid e re d  e q u ivale n t to re g istra tio n , in  stereo tech n iq ues is 
a  m u ch  s im p le r process w h ich  u s u a lly  c a n  be perform ed  off lin e. N everth eless stereo v i­
s io n  in vo lve s a  step  c o n s is t in g  the co rresp o n d en ce a n d  tr ia n g u la tio n  processes in  order 
to e stim a te  d e p th . A c h ie v in g  re lia b le , ro b u st a n d  a ccu ra te  a u to m a tic  co rresp o n den ce  
betw een m u ltip le  v iew s o f a n  a r b itr a r y  scene th o u g h , is s t ill  a n  o p en p ro b le m  in  co m ­
p u te r  v is io n . A s  th is  p ro cess o f e st im a tin g  d e p th  is perform ed b y  ha rd w are  u sin g  a  
L R S ,  su p e rio r ra n g e  re so lu tio n  a n d  a c c u ra c y  ca n  be achieved. D e sp ite  the cost, size  
a n d  tim e  th is  is  the m a in  re aso n  th a t a ctiv e  scan ne rs are s t ill  u t ilise d  for a p p lic a tio n s  
o f scene re co n stru c tio n  w here a c c u ra c y  is  the p r in c ip a l re q uirem en t.
2 . 2 . 3  S h a p e  f r o m  S i l h o u e t t e s
T h e  e a rlie st a tte m p ts  in  re co n stru c tio n  of 3 D  m od els from  ph otos used  th e  silh o u ettes  
o f o b je cts  as sources o f s h a p e  in fo rm a tio n . A  2 D  silh o u ette  is the set of close contours  
th a t  o u tlin e  the p r o je c tio n  o f the o b je ct onto the im age p lane. S e g m e n ta tio n  of the  
s ilh o u e tte s  from  th e  rest o f the im ag e a n d  c o m b in a tio n  w ith  silh o u e tte s taken from  
different v iew s p ro v id e  a  stro n g  cue for im ag e u n d e rsta n d in g .
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F ig u re  2 .2: E x a m p le  fa ilu re  of sh a p e  from  silh o u ettes a p p ro a ch . F o r b o th  (a ),(b )  th e  
resulted re co n stru ctio n  w ill be (c)
T y p ic a lly  sh ap e from  silh o u ettes tech n iq u es sta rt w ith  a n  a c q u is it io n  step w here im ag es  
of the o b je ct are taken from  different lo ca tio n s a ro u n d  it. F o r  each of these im ages the  
o b ject silh o uette is e x tracte d  u sin g  sim p le  d ifferencin g or b lu e  screen se g m e n ta tio n  
techniques. T h e  co m p u ted  silh o u e tte s for every im age a lo n g  w ith  the centre o f the  
correspon din g cam era is th en  used to define a  vo lum e w h ich  i f  b a c k p ro je c te d  to 3 D  
space can  be assum ed to b o u n d  the o b je ct. T h e  in te rsectio n  o f these vo lu m es a sso c ia te d  
w ith  the set of a cq u ire d  im ages y ie ld s  a  reaso nab le a p p ro x im a tio n  of th e  re a l o b je ct. 
T h is  in tersectio n volum e has been n a m ed  the v is u a l h u ll b y  L a u r e n t in i et. a l. [46] a n d  
d escrib ed as the m a x im a l o b je ct th a t  gives the sam e silh o u e tte  w ith  th e  re a l o b je ct  
from  a n y  possible view p o in t.
A  p roperty of the v is u a l h u ll is th a t as the n u m b e r of im ages used in crea ses, its  fit to  
the a ctu a l o b je ct volum e becom es tig h ter. How ever, th is  n u m b e r c a n  be p ro ved  [47] to  
be u n b o u nd  for re co n stru ctio n  of general p o ly h e d ra l o b je cts. E v e n  if  th e  a c q u is it io n  
of an in fin ite  num ber of im ages was p o ssib le, silh o u ettes c a n  be in su ffic ie n t c lues for 
fu lly  com pute the sh ap e o f non convex o b je cts. A n  e x am p le  w here th e  silh o u e tte  
m ethodology w ill fail is illu s tra te d  in  figure 2 .2 . T h e  reason for th is  lim it a t io n  is th a t  
co ncavities in  the o b je ct g eom etry re su lt in  self o cclu d e d  areas for th e  o b je ct th a t  
cannot be resolved from  a n y  v ie w p o in t unless a d d it io n a l in fo rm a tio n  is p ro v id e d . N ie m  
et al. [68] a n d  S ze lisk i [94] have used  tu rn ta b le s a n d  c a lib ra te d  cam e ra s to p ro d u ce  
3 D  range in fo rm a tio n  for p ix e ls  b elo n gin g  to the o b je ct s ilh o u e tte  w h ich  su b s e q u e n tly
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in te g rate d  w ith  th e  v o lu m e  in te rse ctio n  m o d e l to c o rre ctly  e stim ate  th e  o b je c t ’s sh ape.
U n fo rtu n a te ly , the  ty p e  o f th e  o b je ct is  not the o n ly  p a ra m e te r affectin g  its  corre­
sp o n d in g  v is u a l h u ll  form . T h e  p o sitio n in g  o f the cam era s ca n  s ig n if ic a n tly  in fluen ce  
th e  co m p u te d  m o d e l e s p e c ia lly  w hen th e  n u m b e r o f a cq u is it io n  lo ca tio n s  is sm a ll. A n  
ite ra tiv e  m e th o d  to s p e c ify  th e  v ie w p o in ts  th a t  o p tim ise  the re co n stru ctio n  ta k in g  into  
a cco u n t som e p r io r know ledge o n  the o b je ct sh a p e  h as been p resen ted  in  [82].
S h a p e  fro m  silh o u e tte s is a  p a r t ic u la r ly  good a p p ro a ch  if  o n ly  a  cru d e  m o d el of the  
re a l w orld  is  re q u ire d . T h e  m e th o d o lo g y  is in tu it iv e  a n d  ea sy to im p le m e n t a n d  th is  is  
th e  m a in  re aso n  th a t  sy s te m s g e n e ra tin g  a n d  re p la y in g  3 D  d ig ita l v id e o  [64] as w ell as 
c o m m e rc ia l o b je ct m o d e llin g  p ackages [68] are based  on it . N everth eless, re co n stru ctio n  
is  re stricte d  to s m a ll so lid  o b je cts  for w h ich  th e ir  w hole geom etry c a n  be ca p tu re d  from  
p h o to s a ro u n d  th e m  a n d  th u s are not a p p lic a b le  to scene m o d e llin g .
2 . 2 . 4  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  b a s e d  o n  p h o t o  c o n s i s t e n c y
C o lo u r  or g reysca le  v a ria n c e  p ro vid e s in fo rm a tio n  th a t is not ex p lo ite d  b y sh a p e  from  
silh o u e tte s m e th o d s th a t  o n ly  use segm ented b in a r y  im ages. T h is  in fo rm a tio n  can  
be co n sid ered  as co n stra in ts  in  the 3 D  re co n stru ctio n  as a  v a lid  p o in t on the scene  
su rfa ce  a p p e a rs w ith  th e  “sa m e ” co lo u r over a ll  im ages th a t are v is ib le , u n d e r the  
a ssu m p tio n  of co n sta n t il lu m in a t io n  a n d  L a m b e r t ia n  reflectance. T h is  co n stra in t is  
k no w n as p h o to  co n siste n c y  a n d  is the  b a sis  of a  w hole categ o ry  o f techniques on  
v o lu m e tr ic  re co n stru ctio n .
S e itz  et a l. [79] first a n d  K u t u la k o s  [45] m ore re ce n tly  have p ro p o sed  a  m e th o do lo g y  
for re co n stru c tin g  scen e m o d e ls b ased  on p hoto co nsisten cy. In it ia l ly  a  vo lu m e th a t  
e n co m p asses th e  w hole re al w o rld  scene is defined a n d  su b d iv id e d  in to  voxels. T h e  set 
o f voxels is assu m e d  to be e ith e r tra n sp a re n t a n d  su b se q u e n tly  la b e lle d  as opaque if  th e y  
p ass th e  p h o to  co n siste n c y  test [79] or assu m e d  so lid  a n d  becom e tra n sp a re n t if  th e y  
fa il th e  test [45]. T e s t in g  p h o to  co n siste n cy  in vo lves p ro je c tin g  every voxel cen tro id  
onto each of the im ag es fro m  w h ich  it  is v is ib le  a n d  th re sh o ld in g  th e  v a ria n ce  of the  
co lo u rs of the a sso c ia te d  p ix e ls  in  these im ages. T h is  check how ever, re q u ires a ccu ra te  
c a m e ra  c a lib ra tio n  a n d  is v e ry  se n sitiv e  to noise.
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U n fo rtu n a te ly , the photo co n sisten cy  co n stra in t does not g uaran tee a  u n iq u e  re co n stru c ­
tio n  as a  whole set of m odels m a yb e  co n sisten t to the in p u t  im ag es. T o  c ircu m v e n t the  
il l  posed n a tu re  of the pro b lem , [45] h as p resented a n  a lg o rith m  ca lle d  “sp ace c a r v in g ” 
w hich y ie ld s a  u n iq u e re co n stru ctio n  c a lle d  the ph oto h u ll. T h is  is  th e  u n io n  o f a ll  
photo consistent subsets of the scene. In  th is  sense th e  ph o to  h u ll is not a  m in im a l  
re co n stru ctio n  b u t one w hich  ensures th a t no v a lid  voxels are d isre g a rd e d  from  the  
co nsisten cy test.
T h is  test has to be perform ed for every voxel based on its  p ro je c tio n  on a ll  the im ag es  
from  where it ca n  be v isib le . T h is  ca n  be a  v e ry  c o m p u ta tio n a lly  e x p e n sin s iv e  p rocess as  
e lim in a tio n  of a  voxel a u to m a tic a lly  re su lts  in  changes of v is ib il it y  for its  su rro u n d in g  
voxels. T o  m itigate  th is  p ra c tic a l l im ita t io n , [79] h as proposed the o rd in a l v is ib il it y  
co n strain t where no scene p o in ts are co n tain e d  in sid e  the convex h u ll form ed b y  the  
po sitio ns of the cam eras. In  su ch  a  co n fig u ratio n  the v is ib il it y  o f every two p o in ts  
re lative  to a  cam era ca n  be d ecided  based  on the d ista n ce  of the p o in ts  fro m  the h u ll.  
P la c in g  the cam eras in  a  plan e facin g  to the re al scene p e rm its  a  p a rt it io n in g  the 3 D  
space into  layers of u n ifo rm  d e p th  from  th is  p lan e. T r a v e rs a l of voxels in  layers of  
in creasin g  d ep th  guarantees th a t before a n y  voxel is v is ite d  a ll its  p o ssib le  o cclu d e rs  
have been checked.
T h is  ap p ro ach has the advantage th a t each voxel is o n ly  v is ite d  once. H ow ever, the  
o rd in a l v is ib ility  co n strain t is very re strictiv e  on the em p lo ym en t o f the cam e ra s as it  
is not possible to su rro u n d  the scene w ith  cam eras. T h is  p ro b le m  h a s b een ad d ressed  
in  [45] b y a  m u lti p lan e sweep tech n iq u e a lo n g  x ,y ,z  co o rd in a te s a n d  in  b o th  p o sitiv e  
a n d  negative d irectio n s. E v a lu a tio n  of the co n siste n cy  test is p erfo rm ed  for each voxel 
in  the sp ecific  p lane u sin g  o n ly  the sub set o f cam eras th a t  lie  in fro n t of the p lan e.
A lth o u g h  th is  ap p ro ach places no re strictio n s to the lo ca tio n s of the cam e ra s re la tiv e  
to scene, checking the colour co n siste n cy  o f a  voxel o n ly  uses a  su b se t o f im ages from  
w hich the voxel is v is ib le . A n  a lte rn a tiv e  m e th o d  has been pro p o sed  b y  [19] ca lle d  
generalised voxel co lo u rin g  ( G V C )  w here a  layered d e p th  im ag e ( L D I )  d a ta  stru c tu re  
has been u tilise d  so th a t every p ix e l is  a sso cia te d  w ith  a  lin ke d  list  o f voxels th a t p ro je ct  
over it sorted in  d ep th order. P h o to  co n siste n cy  is tested ite r a t iv e ly  on every su rface
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voxel (head  of L D I ) ,  su cce ssive ly  c a rv in g  in v a lid  voxels a n d  re p la c in g  th e m  w ith  th e  
subsequen t voxels in  the co rresp o n d in g  L D I  en try u n t il no change o ccu rs  in  a  co m p lete  
p ass over the surface. A lth o u g h  G V C  achieves faster convergence over the m u lt i p la n e  
sweep m e th o d o lo g y it  is a p p lic a b le  to cases w here cam eras are p la c e d  o u tsid e  the voxel 
space.
D e sp ite  th is  lim ita t io n  S la b a u g h  et a l. [87] addressed the p ro b le m  o f large sca le  scene  
re co n stru ctio n  u sin g  G V C .  T h e y  s u b d iv id e d  the voxel sp ace in to  a n  in te rio r space w here  
re co n stru ctio n  of foreground surfaces is perform ed a n d  a n  o u ter sp a ce  w h ich  is used to  
m o d el the b ackg ro u n d  scene. T h is  ex terio r space is w arped so th a t  th e  size  o f the voxels  
in creases p ro p o rtio n a lly  to th eir d ista n ce  from  the in te rio r sp ace w ith  voxels on the sh e ll 
of the ex terio r space h a v in g  co o rd in ates to in fin ity. T o  overcom e th e  p ro b le m  a p p e a re d  
from  the cam eras get em bedded in sid e  the voxel space sin ce  th e  e x te rio r vo lu m e  covers 
the w hole scene, th e y  m a n u a lly  precarve the volum e. A n  a lg o rith m  s im ila r  to [19] 
was proposed for c a rv in g  w ith  the difference th at voxels on the sh e ll o f th e  e x te rio r  
sp ace never becom e in v a lid  irresp ective  of the photo co n siste n cy  test as one ca n n o t see 
beyond in fin ity . T h is  a p p ro a ch  y ie ld s im p ro ved  re sults for o u td o o rs scenes as b o th  the  
foreground a n d  the b a ckg ro u n d  are m od elled. How ever it  is  not a p p lic a b le  to large  
scale  in d o o r en viro n m e n ts w here v is ib il it y  is re stricted  from  w all stru c tu re s  a n d  a  large  
n u m b e r of cam eras have to be deployed m a k in g  the p re ca rv in g  process in feasib le .
B u ild in g  a  m o d el for a  large scale scene u sin g  vo lu m e tric  re p re se n tatio n s is a  ch a lle n g ­
in g  p ro b lem  as the n u m b e r o f voxels re q u ire d  to b o u n d  the scene b eco m e p ro h ib it iv e  
to process. A  m u lt i-re so lu tio n  ap p ro a ch  has been presented b y  P r o c k  et a l. [72] th a t  
a tte m p ts to tack le  th is  p ro b lem  u sin g  a  coarse to fine strategy. T h e y  p ro p o sed  co v­
erin g  the in it ia l  voxels space w ith  low re so lu tio n  voxels (large size) a n d  te stin g  ph o to  
co n siste n cy  u s in g  th e m e an  colour over the set of p ix e ls to w h ich  a  voxel is p ro je cte d . 
T h e  re su ltin g  m o d e l co n tain s a  large n u m b e r of gaps a n d  m iss in g  voxels as th e  lower 
re so lu tio n  voxels m a y  en com pass o n ly  a  sm a ll part of the re al scene. B y  u s in g  a  n e a r­
est n e ig h b o u r search , th e y  a d d  b a ck  for each of the re m a in in g  co lo u r voxels its  four  
a d ja ce n t voxels, s u b d iv id e  th em  in to  eight a n d  test co n siste n cy  for each  o f these new  
voxels. T h is  a p p ro a ch  ap p ears to fill the voxels that were deleted as false n e gatives a n d  
c o n sid e ra b ly  reduces the overall n u m b er of voxels used to re co n stru ct the scene.
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T h e  advantage- o f re d u cin g  the n u m b er of voxels is essential e sp e cia lly  w hen o b jects  
furth er aw ay from  the cam e ra  have to be m odelled. K u tu la k o s  [44] presented another  
fine to coarse a p p ro a ch  th a t  en ab le su ch  re co n stru ctio n  b y  search ing  photo co n sisten cy  
in  a  c irc le  of sp ecific  ra d iu s  a ro u n d  the p ix e l th a t one voxel p ro jects in  each im age. H e  
calle d  th is  test r-co n siste n cy  a n d  shows that the size of the ra d iu s can  be considered as 
the co n tro llin g  p aram eter to the d e ta il of the re co n structe d  m odel. R -co n siste n e y  yie ld s  
a h ie ra rch y  of m odels w here the photo h u ll is the finest a n d  closest a p p ro x im a tio n  to 
the real scene.
T h e  re la x a tio n  of the photo co n siste n cy  defin itio n  proposed in  [44] re sults in  rob ust  
re co n stru ctio n  un d er c a lib ra tio n  a n d  im age noise. A n o th e r ap p ro ach th a t ap p ears in ­
v a rian t to noise has been d e scrib e d  in  [27] w here a  m u lti hyp o th esis voxel coloring  has  
been adopted. In  an  in it ia l step they perform  hyp o th esis generation for each voxel b y  
testin g  photo co n sisten cy over every p a ir  of view s. I f  the voxel has the sam e co lo ur in  
at least two cam eras a  new  h y p o th esis is assigned to it . In  the subsequent h yp o th esis  
rem oval step for each view  the cu rre n tly  v isib le  voxels are d eterm ined  a n d  th e ir asso­
c ia te d  hypoth eses are checked for co n sisten cy w ith  the colour of the p ix e l th e y  pro ject  
onto. A  voxel is carved  from  the voxel space if  a ll  its hyp o th esis are in v a lid . T h is  a p ­
proach h as the advantage th a t ca rv in g  is perform ed one im age at a  tim e an d  so voxels 
are v is ite d  less tim es. How ever, in  the preprocessing stage even the in te rm e d iate  voxels 
have to be coloured w h ich  a d d s a  sign ifican t overhead to the m ethodology.
T h e  co nstant illu m in a tio n  a ssu m p tio n  adopted by a ll the voxel co lo u rin g  m eth ods can  
be relaxed  in  a  m u lti h y p o th esis ap p ro ach  as o n ly  two im ages are enough to generate  
a  v a lid  voxel colour e stim atio n . How ever, the m ethod  is s t ill  suscep tib le  to c a lib ra tio n  
errors as o n ly  the centro id  of each voxel is p ro jected  to each im age a n d  gets tested. 
C a lib r a t io n  is a  d ifficu lt p ro b lem  a n d  becom es even m ore c ru c ia l w hen m ore th a n  one 
cam eras are used to cap tu re  the scene geom etry. S a ito  et al. [78] presented a  m eth od  
th at requires o n ly  the fu n d a m e n ta l m atrices th a t relate every im age. In  th e ir schem e  
they select two basis view s a n d  define a  p ro jective  voxel g rid  space. A l l  voxels can  
then be re p ro je cted  onto a n y  a rb itr a r y  view  know ing the fu n d a m e n tal m a trice s th at  
relates th is  view  to the two b a sis  im ages. T h is  ap p ro ach  however has the d isad van tage  
th a t the choice of the basis view s affects the re co n stru ctio n  q u a lity  as the sh ap e an d
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size o f the voxels is d eterm in ed  b y th e ir  lo c a tio n  re la tiv e  to th e  ca m e ra s th a t  form  th is  
p ro je ctiv e  b asis.
2.3 Modelling from sparse data
P a ss iv e  cap tu re  co m p a re d  w ith  a ctiv e  se n sin g  e x h ib its  som e s ig n if ic a n t a d va n tag e s in  
term s of cost, p ra c tic a lity , co m p le x ity  o f use a n d  in te g ra tio n  to a  la rg e r s y s te m ; T h e s e  
are the ch a ra cte ristics  th a t  m ake cam eras th e  m ore a ttra c tiv e  sen so r for a  w id e m a rk e t  
re co n stru ctio n  p ro d u ct. U n fo rtu n a te ly  u n less a cc u ra te  c a lib ra tio n  a n d  p recise  in fo rm a ­
t io n  on the pose of the stereo cam eras are k n o w n , 3 D  m e asu rem en ts c a n  o n ly  recovered  
for a  sparse set of features. A s  these features co rresp o n d  to d is c o n tin u it ie s  in  the in ­
te n sity  of the im ages a n d  are u s u a lly  a sso c ia te d  to “s ig n ifica n t” s tru c tu re  in  the  scene  
th e y ca n  be re lia b ly  m a tch e d  an d  tracked  a lo n g  su ccessive  fram es.
R e c o n s tru c tin g  a  3 D  m o d e l of a  re al e n v iro n m e n t in vo lves b o th  e s t im a tin g  its  g eo m etry  
a n d  topology. Scene geom etry refers to the 3 D  p o sitio n  o f th e  recovered  stru c tu re  
p rim itiv e s  w hile scene to p o lo gy refers to the set of surfaces th a t  co n n e ct these p r im it iv e s  
together. A lth o u g h  s ig n ifica n t w ork h a s been done tow ards the first d ire c tio n , o n ly  
lim ite d  a ttem p ts has b een m ade to recover topology.
2 . 3 , 1  S t r u c t u r e  f r o m  m o t i o n
A u to m a tic  feature e x tra c tio n  an d  m a tch in g  are p ro b a b ly  the m o st w ell s tu d ie d  p ro b ­
lem s in  co m p u ter v is io n  research field. O n ce  th e  2 D  p ro je ctio n  o f a  p o in t  in  th e  re a l 
scene h as been foun d, its  p o sitio n  in  3 D  c a n  be assu m e d  som ew here a lo n g  th e  r a y  
co n n e ctin g  the ca m e ra  o p tic a l centre a n d  the co rre sp o n d in g  sp o t in  th e  im ag e  p la n e . 
T r a c k in g  its p ro je ctio n s across m u lt ip le  im ag es a n d  u sin g  tr ia n g u la t io n  [39] allo w s the  
re la tiv e ly  a ccu ra te  lo ca lisa tio n  o f the p o in t in  3 D . I f  e x tra c tio n  a n d  co rre sp o n d e n ce  
c a n  be perform ed for a  sufficient n u m b e r of p o in ts a n d  lin e s a n d  over im ag e s a cq u ire d  
from  different d ire ctio n s then estim ates for b o th  the 3 D  lo ca tio n s o f th e  features a n d  
the cam e ra  p o sitio n s c a n  be d educed. T h e  o b ta in e d  re co n stru c tio n  how ever differs  
from  the true stru ctu re  b y  a  p ro je ctiv e  tra n sfo rm a tio n . K n o w le d g e  o f ca m e ra  in tr in ­
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sic  p aram eters reduces th is a m b ig u ity  to m etric. T h is  re co n stru ctio n  m eth od is called  
stru ctu re  from  m o tio n (S F M ) a n d  is based 011 the b u n d le  a d ju stm e n t process [97] of  
m in im is in g  the d istan ces betw een e stim ate d  3 D  stru ctu re  p ro je ctio n s a n d  a ctu a l im age  
m easurem en ts. A 11 extensive lite ra tu re  exists for S F M  b u t covering th is  is out of the  
scope of th is  stu d y . N everth eless a  good review  of th is  m ethodology can  be found in  
[31],
E a r lie r  a tte m p ts like  the D R O I D  3 D  syste m  a n d  the V a n g u a rd  p ro ject a im  to b u ild  a  3 D  
re p resen tatio n  of a  site  b y u sin g  p assive sensors a n d  u tilise  S F M  to o b ta in  3 D  estim ates  
of the scene stru ctu re . U n fo rtu n a te ly , b o th  focused on the a p p ro x im a tio n  of the scene 
geom etry a n d  fa il to address the p ro b le m  of re co n stru ctin g  the surfaces th a t connect the  
a va ila b le  c lo u d  of 3 D  features. S o lu tio n s like off line fittin g  of surfaces [5, 33] resulted  in  
s im p lifie d  a n d  u nco nn ected  m odels w hile  attem p ts to b u ild  a  co n tin uo u s tria n g u la te d  
m od el b y a  sin g le view  p la n a r tria n g u la tio n  m ethod [38] are o n ly  v a lid  in  the absence  
of o cclu sio n s.
2 . 3 . 2  S i n g l e  v i e w  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n
Inferences a b o u t the 3 D  stru ctu re  c a n  be m ade from  a  single u n ca lib ra te d  cam era if  
v a n ish in g  p o in ts a n d  lines ca n  be co m p uted . A ssu m in g  a  sim p le  cam era m odel w ith  
zero skew a n d  asp ect ra tio  o f one a n d  u sin g  three o rthogonal p a irs  of p a ra lle l lin es for 
recovering three of the re m a in in g  in te rn a l cam era param eters a  weak c a lib ra tio n  can  
be perform ed [12]. O n ce c a lib ra tio n  is achieved a single v a n ish in g  lin e  allow  com plete  
re ctificatio n  of the co rresp o n d in g  p lan e and  d eterm in a tio n  of its o rie n ta tio n  re lative  to 
the cam era. U s in g  th is  m e thodology however o n ly  3 D  d irectio n s for lin es a n d  p lanes  
can  be estim ated . N everth eless a u to m a tic  id en tificatio n  of p e rp e n d icu la r sets of lines  
is very d ifficu lt as p ro je ctive  tra n sfo rm atio n s do not preserve angles.
Several in te ra ctiv e  m ethods th a t c ircu m ve n t these lim ita tio n  b y  u sin g  in fo rm a tio n  pro­
vid ed  b y the syste m  user have been presented. L ie b o w itz et. al. [52] in it ia lly  choose a  
reference p lan e a n d  com pute its v a n ish in g  line and  a  v a n ish in g  p o in t for its  orthogonal 
d ire ctio n  u sin g  sets of m a n u a lly  su p p lie d  p a ra lle l lines. B y  sp e cify in g  the re la tive  d is ­
tance of a  single  p o in t from  the reference plan e the o rthogonal d istan ce  of every p o in t
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in  th e  im ag e to th a t  p lan e ca n  th e n  be co m p u ted . M e tric  re ctif ica tio n  of the reference  
p la n e  allow s a b so lu te  3 D  p o sitio n in g  o f p o in ts in  space a n d  feature g ro u p in g  y ie ld s a  
s im p le  p la n a r  scene a p p ro x im a tio n . S im ila r  re su lts  has b een presented in  [92]. H o w ­
ever, in  th a t  a p p ro a ch  re co n stru ctio n  h a s been fo rm u la te d  as a  m in im is a tio n  process  
over the su m  of sq ua re d  d ista n ce s for p a irs  of p lan es a n d  p o in ts  or lin es. O r ig in a lly  th is  
te ch n iq u e  h a s been proposed b y  S h u m  et a l. [86] a n d  a p p lie d  on p a n o ra m ic  im ages. 
T h e y  e stim a te d  ca m e ra  ro ta tio n  a n d  p la n e  n o rm a ls a n d  recovered p lan e  d istan ce s, 3 D  
stru c tu re  a n d  ca m e ra  tra n sla tio n  b y  so lv in g  a  co n strain e d  le ast sq uares problem . T h e ir  
sy ste m  also  exten d ed  to fuse m u ltip le  p a n o ra m ic  view s u s in g  b u n d le  a d ju stm e n t.
2 . 3 . 3  M u l t i p l e  v i e w  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n
R e c o n s tr u c tio n  of 3 D  m o d els from  a  sing le  im age ca n  p ro d u ce  o n ly  lim ite d  sim p lifie d  
re p resen tatio n s of the scene as it  c a n  be seen from  the sp e cific  v ie w p o in t. T o  resolve  
o c clu s io n  a m b ig u itie s  m u ltip le  im ages th a t  su fficie n tly  cover the w hole scene sh o u ld  be  
a cq u ire d . P h o to B u ild e r  [73] is a n  in te ra ctiv e  w o rkin g  a p p lic a tio n  for m o d e llin g  a rc h i­
te c tu ra l b u ild in g s  from  vid eo  th a t ca n  be considered  as a n  e x te n sio n  of [86]. U n lik e  [86] 
th o u g h  m o tio n  a n d  stru ctu re  estim ates are co m p u te d  u sin g  a  b a tch  b u n d le  a d ju stm e n t  
m e th o d  a n d  p lan es are d eterm in ed  b y  a  best fit a lg o rith m  over th e ir m a n u a lly  grouped  
features. T h e  fin a l m o d el is a  textu red  tria n g u la te d  re p resen tatio n  co n strain ed  to the  
co m p u te d  s tru c tu re  p rim itiv e s.
T h e  p ro b le m  of a u to m a tic a lly  a sso c ia tin g  in d iv id u a l features to h igh er lever surfaces  
in  3 D  is  v e ry  co m p lica te d  because no know ledge of the s p a t ia l extent o f these surface  
pa tch e s ca n  be a cc u ra te ly  inferred. T h e  sim p le  so lu tio n  w ould  be to use m a n u a l in ­
te rve n tio n  to g a in  th is  know ledge. How ever, a u to m a tic  p la n e  re co n stru ctio n  m ethods  
have been presented [4, 23]. B a ila r d  et al. [4] have proposed a  b a tch  ap p ro a ch  w here  
3 D  lin e  p o sitio n s are e stim ated  b y  tra ck in g  th e ir p ro je ctio n s over successive fram es a n d  
a  p la n e  sweep stra te g y  is  then a p p lie d  b y  h y p o th e sisin g  a  p la n a r  facet attach ed  to each  
lin e  for every angle a ro u n d  it. T h e  h a lf  p la n e  w ith  the h igh est s im ila r ity  co rrelatio n  
score over the w hole set o f im ages is assig n ed  to the lin e  a n d  a  set of h e u ristic  ru les  
are su b se q u e n tly  used to su p p o rt lin e  g ro u p in g  a n d  o u tlin e  the b o u n d a rie s for each
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estimated plane. The approach is very computationally expensive while the heuristics 
used may fail under complex planar configurations. A more efficient algorithm opti­
mised for reconstruction of architectural scenes has been presented in [23]. Estimates 
of 3D points are computed and an initial plane grouping is achieved by recursively 
applying a RANSAC plane estimation algorithm. All structure is then projected to the 
ground plane. As all other planes corresponds to walls that can be considered perpen­
dicular to ground they fit line segments to these projected 2D points and hypothesise 
the plane boundaries from the highest and lower height points in these clusters. This 
process unfortunately is only applicable to a restricted number of scenes as it can only 
recover the ground and the side planes of buildings. Nonetheless the resulting model is 
not a coarse planar approximation as a region growing algorithm is proposed to search 
for areas within each plane whose likelihood is maximised at similar offset values. The 
position and size of these offsets is manually fed to the system and their shape is 
automatically decided from a set of predefined models.
The idea of incorporating geometric models common to architectural buildings has pre­
viously been presented by Debevec et al. [21]. They developed Facade, an interactive 
tool for reconstruction of realistic models from a sparse set of images. Initially the 
user builds a hierarchical geometric model that closely resembles the scene. The model 
consists of predefined parametric polyhedral primitives and the process used is similar 
to solid modelling. A reference image is chosen and an estimate of the corresponding 
camera rotation and translation relative to this models coordinate system is computed. 
Model parameters are optimised by minimisation over the disparity between interac­
tively matched projected edges of the model and edges marked in the image. Although 
the resulting model accurately approximate the geometry and topology of the scene 
additional detail may be captured using a dense model stereo method [22]. Although 
the approach requires significant manual intervention it combines geometric and pho- 
togrammetry techniques resulting in highly realistic reconstructions.
A method aiming at scene topology estimation assuming only a sparse set of 3D point 
estimates computed from a SFM process has been proposed by Morris et al. [65]. A 
triangulation of this point set is initially performed and the resulted model is then 
projected onto each of the images in the sequence. Using successive edge swapping and
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measuring the variance of the intensity for pixels belonging to corresponding triangles, 
they formulate the problem of finding a consistent triangulation as a minimum variance 
estimation problem over the space of all possible triangulations. Although the method 
seems to produce good surface approximations for complex real scenes its principal 
disadvantage is that no occlussions can be handled.
A system that attempted to address both problems of estimating scenes geometry and 
topology automatically has been developed by Faugeras et al. [32]. They use a trinocu- 
lar video head mounted on a mobile robot that moved around the scene trying to build 
a 3D model representation of the real world environment. For each position a local 
3D geometry description is computed called the “Visual Map” based on the stereo re­
construction. By relying on a batch Extended Kalman Filtering approach they achieve 
registration and fusion of these local maps into a common global coordinate system. 
Scene topology is estimated off line after the whole sequence has been processed by ap­
plying a Constrained 3D Delaunay triangulation over the reconstructed 3D structured 
primitives. This process yields a volumetric triangular face representation difficult to 
texture or render. For each viewpoint, the visibility of scene features from the corre­
sponding “Visual Map” is tested in order to remove parts of the model that occlude the 
features. This is a process that requires accumulation of all the “Visual Maps” during 
the reconstruction stage. Furthermore, no use of uncertainty over the feature positions 
has been utilised in the visibility tests and therefore the method is highly susceptible to 
noise as only small perturbations in feature localisation can result in rejection of valid 
scene regions. Finally the process is strongly dependent on the locality heuristic as the 
generation of the tetrahedral hypothesis is performed in the single global coordinate 
frame. Removal of estimated tetrahedra according to visibility constraint from previous 
viewpoints can thus yield holes in the model without any chance of filling the resulted 
gaps.
More recently an incremental geometric theory for estimating the scene topology has 
been presented by Manessis et al. [57] and it has been proved that it converges to a 
triangular surface approximation of the real scene as the number of views increases. 
An algorithm has also been introduced that gives a computationally efficient approx­
imation of the general methodology where a consistent model is progressively built
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without the use of history information stored from previous frames. Robustness of the 
reconstruction process to outliers and noisy input 3D measurements has further been 
presented in [55]. This is a complete planar scene topology estimation system operating 
on sparse input data that addresses all the problems presented in [32].
2.4 Reconstructing representations for real world scenes
Reconstruction of real world scenes and smaller scale objects has received a great re­
search interest in recent years driven by the numerous applications in virtual and aug­
mented reality systems. A system that would provide a general solution to this problem 
should satisfy several criteria:
• Automatic to limit the reconstruction time and requirement for expert technical 
knowledge.
• Low-cost to address mass-user applications.
• Accurate to correctly approximate the scene geometry and topology.
• Reliable in the absence of distinct features or surface texture and presence of 
changes in appearance due to illumination and surface properties.
• Photo-realistic to synthesise a walk-through of an equivalent visual quality to 
a real video sequence.
• Versatile to reconstruct multiple scale scenes and objects.
• Compact to produce models suitable for transmission and rendering.
• Computationally Efficient to allow simultaneous image capture and model 
reconstruction.
• Incremental so that the user can identify occluded regions and capture addi­
tional images to reconstruct the missing parts of the model.
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Unfortunately, no single system currently fulfils all these characteristics and different 
approaches based on different sensors are currently adopted according to the applica­
tion priorities. When accuracy is the predominant requirement over cost, compactness 
and efficiency laser range scanners are the preferred sensor solution. Relative to LRS, 
reconstruction from photos has also the substantial drawback of being much more sensi­
tive to environmental conditions such as illumination and scene appearance. However, 
today’s digital cameras provide fast and high resolution imaging at affordable rates and 
so photos can be the favourite input primitive to either image based methods for simple 
visualisation and navigation applications or geometry based methods for 3D mapping, 
extensive walkthroughs or video editing.
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C h a p t e r  3
T h e o r y  o f  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n  f r o m  
s p a r s e  d a t a
This chapter presents a provable geometric theory for reconstruction of surface models 
from sparse 3D data captured from N camera views. The location of features on 
the surface of objects in the 3D scene, known as scene geometry, is assumed to be 
computed by an automatic recursive SFM algorithm. The theory is independent of 
the SFM algorithm adopted and based 011 its output 3D structure and camera motion 
estimates it guarantees a reconstruction of the scenes topology which is consistent with 
the feature visibility using a hypothesise and verify approach.
No prior assumptions are made about our knowledge of the structure of the 3D scene, 
scene illumination, surface properties or the ability to separate the foreground and 
background. The methodology presented in this chapter considers the general problem 
of reconstruction from sparse feature data in the absence of noise. Noise in the input 
measurements is a problem which is addressed in chapter 6.
3.1 Problem statement and definition of a consistent model
For N-views of a 3D scene we assume that we can reconstruct estimates of the 3D 
location of a set of scene features and the camera parameters for each view by corre­
spondences over successive frames. Features may include points, junctions, lines, curves
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and generally any image structure that can be matched across multiple images. The 
feature set may be considered either sparse or dense depending on whether local surface 
topology can be estimated directly from the Euclidean distance between them.
From topology [18] we can assume a mapping function / : X  -+ Y  between domains 
X , Y to be continuous at x, where x 6 X, if for each neighbourhood of f(x) in Y  there 
is a neighbourhood of x in X  whose image under / lies in the neighbourhood of f(x) 
under consideration. If we define the neighbourhood (of x) to be the set of all points 
(in X) with distance less than a prespecified radius (J) and denote it as N(x, 5, X) then 
the continuity requirement can be restated as :
f(N(x,8,X))cN(f(x),e,Y) (3.1)
where e defines the neighbourhood in Y. We shall say that / is continuous if it is 
continuous at every point in X.
For dense data if the Euclidean distance between features is less-than a fixed threshold 
it may be reasonable to assume that the surface is at least geometrically G° continuous 
in position between them. A dense range image can be considered as a function which 
associates 3D surface points to a 2^D image pixel. For every neighbourhood of four 
points laying on adjacent rows and columns of the image, real scene surface continuity 
may be assumed by examining the corresponding mapped surface points. Topology can 
then be estimated by hypothesising zero, one or two triangles that connect triples of 
these adjacent image points where the function is continuous [98, 89, 29, 81, 67]
For a sparse set of features the surface topology can not be estimated directly from the 
relative location of the extracted scene primitives. The reconstruction problem to be 
solved in this case can be stated as:
Given a set of sparse 3D features captured from N-views of an arbitrary un­
known 3D scene, reconstruct a surface model that consistently approximates 
the scene surface topology.
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where consistency is considered according to the following Definition 2.
A recursive SFM reconstruction algorithm computes a set of 3D feature estimates F{ = 
{fj}j2o> an4 camera parameter estimates Pi,for each view i, together with estimates of 
their uncertainty. Each feature fj € Fi represents the portion of the feature visible in 
frame i. The set of the greatest extended parts of all features that have become visible 
is assumed to be F.
Every set of sparse 3D features Fi £ F  viewed from a single camera with location vi 
provides information not only on the spatial position of the real-scene features but the 
empty space between the visible part of the feature and the camera. Thus each feature 
fj visible in view i defines a visibility constraint, Cij(fj,Vi), defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Visibility Constraint): The space between the view position 
Vi and the visible part of the scene feature fj £ Fi is not occupied by an 
(opaque) object.
This constraint for a point feature, Xj £ 5R3, indicates an empty ray in space between 
the camera location, Vi £ 3+ and feature location, X j .  For the visible part of a line 
feature represented by its endpoints (xi,x2) the visibility constraint defines an empty 
triangle in space (vi,x\,x2). Likewise for the visible part of an arbitrary curve feature 
the visibility constraint is an empty ruled surface. These surfaces are composed of the 
set of lines passing through the camera location Vi and consecutive control points on 
the curve. For the remainder of this thesis it will be assumed that curve features are 
approximated by a set of line segments defined by control points on the curve.
The reconstruction problem has been defined as the computation of a ‘consistent’ 3D 
model which approximates the scene topology given a set of 3D features, camera pa­
rameters and feature visibility constraints according to Definition 1. A consistent rep­
resentation is defined as:
Definition 2 (Consistent Representation): A consistent 3D model is a 
set of surfaces which interpolate the space between the sparse 3D features, F, 
and do not violate any of the feature visibility constraints, C.
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Figure 3.1: Examples of consistent and inconsistent representations for a simple scene
where C = {C,};b0 is the union of feature visibilities for all views. Here interpolation 
refers to a surface which intersects the features and is piecewise geometrically continuous 
in position. 6’°. between them. This defines a family of possible models all of which are 
consistent representations. This family of solutions is the most we can say about the 
true scene structure, given the input set of 3D features from N-views, without making 
prior assumptions such as the surface type. Any model which is consistent, according 
to Definition 2. is an equally valid approximation of the scene geometry and topology. 
It should be noted that Definition 2 makes no assumptions about the scene structure, 
surface type, illumination, surface properties or ability to separate the foreground and 
background. The only assumption made in this definition is that scene surfaces are 
opaque.
Figure 3.1 illustrates consistent and inconsistent representations according to Definition 
2 for a simple scene containing three line features . In figure 3.1(a) the scene repre­
sentation intersects the visibility constraint for one of the line features resulting in an 
inconsistent model. In contrast, figure 3.1(b) shows one possible scene representation 
which is consistent with the triangular feature visibility constraint.
This definition applies equally to sparse or dense feature data although in the case
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of dense data we may make the additional assumption about surface continuity from 
the distance between features which considerably simplifies the surface reconstruction 
problem. This definition can also be applied to scene reconstruction using active sensors 
where features in the form of direct 3D measurements are captured from N known sensor 
locations and feature visibility takes into account the sensor geometry.
3.2 Reconstruction of a Consistent 3D Scene Model
An arbitrary real 3D scene can be represented by a set of surfaces Si that span the 
space between the feature primitives that describe the scene. This set of surfaces 
can be approximated to arbitrary precision by a triangular mesh S « M  = {U}^. 
Triangulated surface models are the simplest' representation and do not require any 
prior assumptions on surface type [7].
We approximate the topology of an arbitrary unknown scene by a constrained trian- 
gulation on the set of features F such that points and lines are included in the model 
as triangle vertices and edges. Then for M  to be a consistent representation according 
to Definition 2 each triangle ti must satisfy the set of N-view visibility constraints, C. 
Thus we obtain the following definitions for a consistent triangulation:
Definition 3 (Consistent Triangle): A triangle U € M  is consistent if it 
does not intersect any of the visibility constraints in C.
Definition 4 (Consistent Triangulated Model): A model M  is
consistent if all triangles £; 6 M  are consistent according to definition 3.
There is a family of possible consistent triangulated models, M * , which interpolate the 
scene features F  given the assumption that we can approximate the scene surfaces, S, by 
planar patches. This assumption is valid for arbitrary shaped scene surfaces provided 
that a set of scene features, F, can be reconstructed which approximate the scene 
geometry. In the remainder of this chapter we introduce an algorithm to reconstruct 
one such model, M  € M*, which is guaranteed to be consistent with the N-view feature
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visibility constraints, C , and prove that this approach converges to a piecewise planar 
approximation of the true scene surface, S, as the number of views increases.
3.3 Single-view Reconstruction
Every planar region defined by a set of points or a polygon can be partitioned to a set of 
triangulated facets. Such a space subdivision is defined as a closed planar triangulation 
if the following criteria are met:
1. Each pair of triangles are either disjoint or share a vertex or have two vertices 
and their associated edge in common.
2. There is a path along the edges that links every two vertices.
3. There are no holes.
4. For every vertex the set of edges opposite to it form a connected path.
When the input set is a planar straight line graph of points and non crossing (in­
tersecting only at endpoint) line segments under the requirement that these feature 
primitives are preserved at the final mesh as vertices and edges correspondingly then 
the triangulation is called constrained.
For each view i we assume that a set of 3D visible features F{ = has been
computed and we use a 2D triangulation method to estimate the scene topology. The 
problem of spanning the space between the cloud of raw 3D features reduces to the 
construction of their closed constrained triangulation in a plane orthogonal to the cam­
era view direction given by the projection, Pj. Assuming that the scene is opaque, as 
planar segments corresponds to projections of real observed features and perspective 
imaging is injective (any pair of distinct picture elements are associated to two different 
world points) no planar crossings may occur except among features belonging to a tex- 
tured surface. However such cases may identified by examination of the relative depth 
of the intersection point against the associated 3D lines and participating segments can 
be split.
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Figure 3.2: Estimating surface topology among 3D features. Structure projected to 
image plane, triangulated and backprojected to 3D space.
Once the planar mesh T has been constructed a surface triangulation is obtained by 
backprojecting T to 3-space using the 3D estimates available for the feature posistions. 
This produces a piecewise planar surface mesh M; in which the original extracted 
structure has been preserved. Furthermore, as the order of feature projections, Pj{fi), 
in the plane is maintained with respect to their relative ordering in real space from the 
camera view point the following proposition holds:
Proposition 1: Constrained triangulation of the projected features, Pi {Fi), 
in the 2D plane orthogonal to the view direction according to the camera 
projection, Pi, results in a model, Mj, which is consistent with the visibility 
constraints Ci.
Proof: Assume that the reconstructed 3D triangulated model is not consistent with 
C'i and part of a visible feature fj lies behind one of the 3D triangles U = (a?i, x2, £3) of 
Mi- If we consider the 3D prism pij = (vi,xi,x2,x3) defined by the camera centre Vi, 
the corresponding image plane triangle and then in the case fi is a point it should 
lie inside pri while if R is a line segment it should either be bounded by pn or intersect
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Figure 3.3: Example of order inconsistency of projecting 3D structure to different 
viewing directions. Line L2 lies infront of Li,L3 and while the order from left to right 
in view 1 is L\, L3, L2 for view 2 is L2, L\, L3
with it. As the projective transformation is injective and ordering is preserved, in 
the image plane the 2D point would have then been inside the triangle or the 2D line 
segment would have been bounded or intersected by the triangle respectively. This is 
however not possible according to the definition of the close constrained triangulation 
construction. QED
Figure 3.2 illustrates that the constrained triangulation in a single view results in a 
3-space mesh. Mj, which is consistent with the feature visibility. This is guaranteed to 
hold provided the projection, Pj, is injective which is the case for perspective projection 
in conventional cameras.
3.4 N-view Reconstruction
In general for multiple views of a 3D scene there is no single 2D plane to which the 
scene features can be injectively projected without reordering of the features F with 
respect to one or more views (figure 3.3). As these assumptions made for a single view 
no longer hold, no consistent 3D model can be built from planar triangulation and 
backprojection.
For two views i and j a consistent model can be reconstructed by integrating the single
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consistent models Mi and Mj in such a way that all triangles in the resulted model 
satisfy the visibility constraints of both views Cp = [Ci |J Cj}. This approach can be 
extended to reconstruct a consistent model for N-views, M, by progressively integrating 
new local models Mi into the existing consistent global model M. The final model M  
will then satisfy the union of all visibility constraints for the N-views, C  = { Q } ^ 1. 
The general N-view algorithm can be stated as follows:
1. Initialise the global model, features and visibility constrains as empty sets: M  — 
{0}, F = {0} and C = {0}.
2. Update features F based on the corresponding estimates in frame i
3. Build a consistent local model for the ith view, Mi, by constrained triangulation 
of the visible features, Fi, in a plane orthogonal to the view direction such that 
Mi is consistent with C{.
4. Remove triangles in the global model M  which violate the viewpoint constraints 
for the ith view Q  so that the resulting model M' is consistent with the combined 
constraints C 1 — {C(J Cj}.
5. Remove triangles in Mj which violate the viewpoint constraints of the global 
model C so that the resulting model M[ is consistent with the combined con­
straints C'.
6. Add triangles from the consistent local model M- into the consistent global model 
M' to form a new global model M  = {M' |J Mj} which satisfies the new global 
constraints C = C'.
7. Repeat steps 2-6 for all N views to integrate the new local models, {M*}^1, for 
each view to produce a global model M  which is consistent with the union of 
feature visibility constraints from all views C = {Cj} 7^ 1
Although the algorithm is based on the incremental addition of new views the visibility 
constraints for all views are applied symmetrically to each triangle in the model and so 
it can be proved that the general N-view algorithm for reconstructing a consistent 3D 
scene representation is order independent (Appendix A). It should be noted that the 
visibility constraints are cumulative such that new constraints are only added and not 
removed from the global set C.
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3.5 Proof of convergence
Given a model M  which is consistent for the set of visible features F  over N views it 
can be proved that as additional views are incorporated the model converges towards 
an approximation of the true scene surface S.
Proposition 2: If a model M  is consistent over N views then as N  -a o o  
the reconstructed model M  approximates a subset of the real scene surfaces 
Moo C S.
Proof A consistent model M  consists of two categories of triangles: (a) Real triangles 
which are planar approximations of real surfaces M r = {££}i^ o where M r C S\ and
(b) Virtual triangles which occur at occlusion boundaries M v = {i"}£o- The union 
of real and virtual triangles is the model M  = { M r |J M v}. By definition the set of 
real triangles M r correspond to (opaque) surfaces in the real scene S and therefore 
can not be intersected by a visibility constraint from any viewpoint. Therefore, this 
model is consistent for all possible viewpoints. Given a consistent model M  for N views, 
applying the visibility constraints from a new view C/v+i will only result in elimination 
of virtual triangles from the set M v. Virtual triangles will be eliminated provided one 
or more scene features is visible on the other side of the triangle. A virtual triangle 
for which no scene feature is visible on the other side from any view is a valid planar 
approximation of the real surface and therefore belongs to the set of real surfaces M r. 
As the number of views increases all virtual triangles will be eliminated M ^  {0}. 
The resulting model will therefore converge to the set of triangles which correspond 
to real scene surfaces Moo —> M r C S. QED
3.6 N-View Reconstruction Algorithm Complexity
The N-View reconstruction algorithm as formulated is an incremental algorithm where a 
new model Mi is computed independently for each view and integrated with the global 
model, M. The analysis of the total complexity of this methodology is thus better
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determined by examining the computational requirements for each of the algorithm 
stages over integration of a single new view.
Starting with step 3, the process involves construction of the local model for the set 
of visible features Fi in view i. This operation requires projection of Fi to the image 
plane, constrained 2D triangulation over the projected primitives and backprojection 
to 3D space. Assuming an average number of features Npav observed in each view then 
each of the projections has a 0(ATpou) complexity while the triangulation procedure 
can be computed with O(NFavlogNFav) complexity.
Step 4 ensures consistency of the global model M  with respect to the visibility con­
straints C{ associated with features F{ visible in view i. The number of these constraints 
is therefore proportional to N p a v  As the process involves intersection tests between 
each triangle in the model and every visibility constraint the computational costs of 
directly applying the test will thus be O(NmNfciv) where N m  is the number of trian­
gles in M. Using a spatial partitioning scheme this number can be reduced to 0(Nfo,v) 
making the overall complexity of the step 0(Npav).
The use of a constrained triangulation to build each local model ensures that the mesh 
vertices ( N v the number of vertices) coincide with the points and segment endpoints of 
the projected F{. Furthermore, it is known [70] that each polygon with boundary 
vertices and n.j internal ones can be triangulated with n& + 2rii — 2 triangles. As 
ni) + n-i — N v it is safe to assume that the number of triangles in an average local 
model is 0{Nf<iv)• Step 5 of the reconstruction theory checks consistency of the local 
models M{ over the set of global visibility constraints C = q with complexity
0{NFavNc) where Nq is the number of accumulated constraints in C. Considering 
that Cj. the visibility constraints in a single frame are proportional to N p av then over 
N  views N c  = 0 { N N p av) and therefore the overall step complexity can be stated as 
0 ( N N 2av).
Finally integration of the consistent local model, M -, and global model, M', is required. 
To ensure order independence the integrated model, M, must be the union of M[, M' 
and so redundant triangles have to be identified and deleted. This process involves 
0{Nm >NMi‘) triangle-triangle comparisons where N m 1 and N^i1 are the number of
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triangles in the global and local models respectively. Assuming that N m v  is 0(Npav) 
as M[ C Mi and correspondingly N m > is O^Npav) the complexity of integration is 
0(N2Fav).
It has been shown that the complexity of the algorithm for a single ‘average’ view is 
0(NNpav). Based on the fact that this process is repeated N  times the overall com­
putational cost for the entire sequence will be 0(N2Npav). This cost is prohibitively 
expensive due to the dependence on the square of the number of views involved. Prac­
tically this means that as the number of views increases the cost per new view increases 
linearly with the number of already processed views. To indicate this, in a sequence of 
one hundred images with an average of fifty features per view integrating the 100f/l view 
will require approximately 250000 visibility tests. Therefore, practical reconstruction 
for long image sequences requires techniques for which the computational cost is not 
dependent on the number of previous views.
C h a p t e r  4
I n c r e m e n t a l  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  
A l g o r i t h m
The geometric sparse data reconstruction theory presented in chapter 3 addressed the 
problem of building surface models from sparse feature estimates together with their 
visibility across N-views. To achieve efficiency over extended sequences the system 
must satisfy two criteria :
1. It should only rely on a sparse set of features as input.
2. Integration of a single frame It should be independent of any information available 
in past frames ISo\t-1.
I J 3 = 0
This chapter describes an algorithm based on the general theory presented that success­
fully achieves both of these goals. The algorithm efficiently processes data as they are 
acquired from each new view and builds an updated 3D model that provably converges 
to the real world environment.
4.1 Reconstruction theory simplification
Reconstructing a 3D representation of a scene is a process that involves capturing 
and processing a large number of images during exploration of the whole real site.
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However, the modelling theory proposed in the earlier chapter exhibits for each frame 
a complexity dependent on the number of previously processed views. To overcome 
this problem an efficient algorithm has been developed that progressively integrates 
new frames while maintaining a global model at each time, independent of the length 
of the sequence.
The point that causes the bottleneck in the process of a frame i, in the presented 
theory, is the step where verification of the model is required based on the accumulated 
visibility constraints C —  {CjYfLq from all previous frames. Circumventing this stage 
by only checking the models validity against the visibility constraints Ci is the key idea 
towards an algorithm with efficient computational and storage cost. This simplification 
has also led to changes in the integration process in order to ensure convergence of the 
algorithm to the real world structure. Thus instead of incorporating all non redundant 
local model triangles only triangles associated to features Fpew C F{ that become visible 
for the first time in frame i have to be integrated.
Under these simplifications the complexity of both the visibility check and the model 
integration has been reduced as the cost is not dependent on the number of previ­
ous views. However, potentially more views are required for the model to converge to 
the real scene topology due to hypothesis of new triangles that are locally consistent 
but may violate visibility constraints from earlier viewpoints. Furthermore, the order 
independence characteristic of the reconstruction theory is no longer guaranted. Nev­
ertheless, considering Ffx C F{ the subset of the features in a frame i that have already 
been seen in a previous frame the following proposition still holds:
Proposition 3: For a closed-scene with features F the global model M  re­
constructed by only applying the visibility Ci for visible features F\ in each 
new view i converges to a subset of the l’eal scene surfaces as the number of 
views increases M 0Q C S
Proof: If the system is closed then as the number of views increases the set of new 
features F(iew visible in each frame converges to zero, F[ew 0 F = {0}. Consequently 
the set of new triangles integrated to the global model converges to zero. Each new view
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results in a new set of visibility constraints, Cj, for features previously incorporated into 
the model Ffx (Ffew |J Ffx — Fi). Following the proof of Proposition 2, the ith view 
visibility constraints, Cj, will eliminate only virtual triangles M v E M. As the number 
of views increase the global model will converge to the set of triangles approximating 
real surfaces Moo = M r C S. QED
4.2 Incremental Algorithm
A modified reconstruction algorithm which only applies the visibility constraints Cj for 
features Fj at the i view has been developed. This algorithm can be summarised in the 
following steps:
1. Initialise the global model and features to empty set : M  = {0}, F  — {0}.
2. Build an initial model Mo using constrained triangulation on the set of features 
Fq reconstructed from the first view.
3. For each new view i obtain a new set of features Fj and the corresponding visibility 
constraints Cj.
4. Update the 3D position of features Ffx which already exist in the global model 
M  for which a new estimate has been computed.
5. If the set of features F[ew C Fj that appear for first time in view i is not empty
(a) Eliminate triangles in M  that violate the visibility constraints Cf'ew imposed 
by features in F!iew and obtain M'.
(b) Build a consistent model for the ith view Mj, by constrained triangulation 
of the visible features Fj, in a plane orthogonal to the view direction.
(c) Integrate non-redundant triangles from Mj (associated to F-iew) to M '.
6. Eliminate triangles in M' that violate the visibility constraints Cfx associated 
with features F?x which have already been seen in a previous view and obtain 
the global model M.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of reconstruction for two consecutive views. (a),(b).(c) Step 2. 
(cl).(e) Step 4. (f).(g) Step 5a.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of reconstruction for two consecutive views. (a),(b) Step 5b. 
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A graphical representation of the algorithm for two consecutive frames of a synthetic 
scene consisting of a box in the middle of a room is presented in figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
Initially an image Jo is captured and the estimated features Fo superimposed are il­
lustrated in 4.1(a) (in practice at least two frames are required for estimating any real 
world 3D structure using an SFM algorithm). The constrained triangulation of the fea­
tures in the viewing plane is computed 4.1(b) and backprojection to 3D space results 
to the local model M  presented flatshaded in figure 4.1(c).
The camera subsequently moves slightly to the left so that the side of the cube becomes 
visible. Figure 4.1(d) shows the existing measurements for features Ffx already in the 
model imposed on this new view. Update on features Ffx is subsequently performed, 
as it will be discussed in the following section (figure 4.1(e)).
As a number of features Fpew £ F (figure 4.1(f)) appear for the first time at frame 
ii, validation of the model against visibility of this feature set has to be tested. The 
resulting model M' presented in figure 4.1(g) illustrates the elimination of the triangles 
connecting the left front side of the box with the back wall.
Hypothesising new structure is performed by a 2D triangulation of all features visible 
in frame I\ (figure 4.2(a)). The local model M\ obtained from this process is presented 
in figure 4.2(b). The next step in the algorithm involves integration of this local model 
M\ with the existing global model M ‘. Two different views of the resulting model are 
shown in figures 4.2(c) and 4.2(d). Finally, the visibility is checked against existing 
features F*x yielding the final model M  which is depicted in figures 4.2(e) and 4.2(f). 
This demonstrates the elimination of triangles that connect the box to the back wall.
This process applied to a number of images captured from different viewpoints around 
the room progressively builds a 3D model that converges to an accurate and consistent 
approximation of the scenes geometry and topology.
4.3 Algorithm implementation
A system aiming in the autonomous navigation of a mobile robot platform and the 
incremental modelling of its surrounding environment has been presented in section
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1.1. To achieve reconstruction of scene geometry a feature based structure from motion 
approach is used [60, 62]. This method relies on detecting and tracking 2D image 
features over a sequence of frames and reconstructing feature positions and camera 
pose under the rigidity assumption. In general, different types of features are used for 
different contexts but common choices include corners and lines.
A higher level feature than corners and lines is junction. Junctions combine the char­
acteristics of both these features as they consist of a set of line segments and the point 
associated with the corner structure. Junctions are more robust for matching, outline 
the boundaries of real world objects especially in man made environments that are 
mostly built with planar faces and provide clues for feature groupings [84, 85]. These 
are properties applicable to the described system and thus junctions are the underlying 
structure primitives that has been decided to be utilised.
Since junctions are geometrically complex image primitives their principal drawback 
is their absence in images of uniform scene regions. Nevertheless, deriving meaningful 
3D measurements using passive sensing on such areas is difficult anyway because of the 
lack of features for correspondence between views. The type of junctions that are used 
in this study are V-jimctions,Y-junctions and T-junctions. The input to our surface 
modelling system [57, 55, 56] is thus the estimates of the 3D lines and points associated 
to these junctions along with estimates on the camera motion parameters and all the 
corresponding covariances associated.
Further implementation details for each of the algorithms steps except the constraint 
triangulation that appears separately in the next chapter are presented in the reminder 
of this section.
4.3.1 Feature Update
For every new frame i processed, a set of 3D features Fi is estimated from SFM. 
A subset of these features Ffx C F{ have already been seen from a past viewpoint. 
Consequently they have previously been incorporated into the reconstructed model M. 
The remaining features F-iew become visible for first time at frame i. The two subsets 
are complementary and thus F{ — Ffx (J F[ew. Due to tracking the same feature across
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multiple frames its SFM estimate improves and its variance decreases [61]. In addition 
the visible segment of the line changes and hence line endpoints must be updated. Thus 
a continuous model update is necessary for features Ffx in each frame i. There are two 
main steps in this update process
1. Check for vertices that have to be linked into a junction and update the model 
accordingly.
2. Update feature Ffx based on the new corresponding 3D estimates.
In a typical frame not all junctions connecting features visible in the image can be 
extracted. This can be caused from a possible failure of the low level feature extraction 
process or occlusions resulting from the scene topology. In either case if any such 
junction (V-junction, Y-junction) appears in a later frame it must be integrated into 
the scene model. A problem like the one presented in figure 4.3 may arise. Such 
situations are resolved in step 1 of the update process.
In the scene example of figure 4.3(a) from the initial viewpoint i only T-junctions are 
identified between lines a, 6, c and the surface 5, while the true V-junction remains hiden 
behind S. This will yield a local model like the one presented in figure 4.3(b) where 
the surface S is connected with the lines a, b, c at points A, B,C respectively. Assume 
then that the camera moves to viewpoint 2 + 1. The endpoints A,B,C of the three 
associated features a, b, c now appear to represent the same scene structure P and so 
have to be integrated to a single point. This is a process that involves all reconstructed 
structure associated with any of the three vertices A, B , C being consistently reordered 
and linked to a single new point P . Cases like this occur very often especially when 
the scene exhibits significant occlusions.
In the second step the line features Ffx are updated based on their new measurements 
computed from SFM. Endpoints of lines participating in a junction are updated to the 
corresponding new junction positions. Endpoints not associated with a junction are 
first projected onto the corresponding new line estimate. The feature is then updated 
to the greatest segment that can be formed from the endpoints of the new and the 
projected endpoints of the existing estimate.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Scene from viewpoint i. Only T junctions are extracted, (b) Recon­
structed model based on the available junction information, (c) New viewpoint reveals 
a Y-junction between already reconstructed structure.
4.3.2 Feature visibility
A hypothesise and verify strategy is the basis for the proposed reconstruction approach. 
Surfaces are hypothesised based on locality criteria using a constrained triangulation 
process. However, the limited visibility from a single viewpoint i is arbitrary and there­
fore results in triangles that do not correspond to real scene surfaces. These triangles 
satisfy the visibility constraints Cj associated with features Fj of the particular view­
point. Thus the methodology for invalidating such triangles rely on checking visibility 
from different views. Assuming Fj is the set of features against which the model has 
to be tested, the process can summarised as :
1. For each feature fj € Fj
(a) Identify triangles in the model that when projected to the ith image plane 
overlap with fj.
(b) Check the visibility constraint Cj of feature fj for each of the associated 
identified triangles relative the ith viewpoint.
In step la, potential inconsistent triangles are identified as the ones that overlap with 
the projected feature fj in the image plane. Each such triangle has two 2D point
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entries assigned that correspond either to the intersection point between the projected 
line feature fj with one of the triangle edges or the endpoint of the feature bounded 
by the triangle.
In the second step, each triangle from the set of candidate invalid ones associated with 
a feature fj £ Fi has to be checked for visibility. In the 2D image plane each of the two 
point entries related to the triangle also lies on the projected feature fj. Knowing the 
3D position of both the triangle and the fj allows the estimation of their relative depth 
in 3-space with regard to the camera centre. Assuming intrinsic camera parameters 
fxi fyt XQ,yoi Pi = (A, y) the 2D point entry on the image plane, and A, B, C, D  the 
parameters of the plane defined by the 3D triangle t, then the point Pt = (xc, yc, zc) 
that corresponds to the intersection of the ray passing through the camera centre and 
the point Pi with the triangle t can be computed as :
(x - x0)zc
Xe — p
Jx
(:y - yo)zc
yc =  7---
Jy
_  ________________________________ —Bfxfy ________________________________
Afy{x~xo) + Bfx{y-yo) + Cfxfy
Depth of features can then be classified relative to triangles into 
categories:
1. Feature behind the triangle if both line entries lie behind the corresponding entries 
for the triangle.
2. In front of the triangle if both lines 3D entries are in front.
3. Coincides with the triangle if all four 3D entries have similar depth values.
4. Intersects the triangle if one of the lines 3D entries lies in front and one behind 
the triangle.
Triangles classified in categories (1) and (4) violate the visibility constraint formed by 
the examined feature and so have to be eliminated from the reconstructed model.
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
one of the following
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4.3.3 Model Integration
The incremental reconstruction of the scene model is a principal characteristic of this 
algorithm. As the camera moves around the environment previously estimated surface 
hypothesis are invalidated according to the new feature visibility and new structure 
which appears for the first time is integrated into the model. At every viewpoint i where 
new features are extracted (F-iew % 0) a local 3D model is built using a constrained 
triangulation process. As already proved in section 3.3 this model is locally consistent 
in the specific view. Therefore the set of triangles that span the space between features 
Fjiew and features that already exist in the global model M  are also locally consistent 
as no visibility constraint C{ is violated.
In the model integration process all triangles in the local model Mi associated to each 
of the features in Ffew are initial identified. A triangle is considered to be associated 
to a feature if at least one of its vertices coincide with a feature endpoint. In case the 
triangle is not already part of the M  (associated to more than two new features) then 
it is integrated into the model.
For every new V-j unction and Y-junction identified, triangles are also hypothesised to 
connect each pair of participating line features. These junctions in practice outline 
the boundaries of real world objects and their integration results in triangles that give 
a correct surface approximation. Nevertheless the validity of these triangles is tested 
against the visibility of features in Ffx in the last step (6) of the algorithm.
4.4 Recursive N-View Algorithm Complexity
Examination of the recursive algorithm complexity will be presented in terms of com­
putational requirements for the processing of each single frame i. To facilitate the 
description and be consistent with the complexity analysis of the geometric reconstruc­
tion theory we define Np the number of features in the model and Npav the average 
number of features in each frame.
The first step of the algorithm involves updating existing features F?x based on their 
new estimates and the junction information. Both potential linking of vertices and end-
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point updates are constant time operations for each of their corresponding features. As 
the number of features is proportional to Npav the whole process exhibits an 0(NEav) 
complexity.
Following the update and in case any new structure Ffew has become visible for the 
first time in frame i several steps are performed. The visibility consistency of the model 
M  is tested relative to Fpew, the local model is built and integration of local and global 
model is applied. The complexity of testing visibility will be studied irrespective of 
the set of features imposing the constraints while constructing the local model involves 
a constrained 2D triangulation process with 0(Npav) worse case complexity that will 
extensively examined in the next chapter.
Assuming that F{ is the set of features placing the visibility constraints against which 
the model has to be checked, its cardinality can be considered in the order of 0(Npav)- 
Presuming that the number of triangles in the model is proportional to Np [70] iden­
tifying potential invalid polygons requires one to one 2D intersection tests between the 
projected features and the triangles and so is an 0(NpavNp) process. Finally, consid­
ering that the number of these possible inconsistent triangles is only a fraction of the 
whole set but still in the order of 0(Np) the process of testing all relative depths of 
each triangle against each feature in F{ will have 0(NpavNp) complexity.
The overall complexity of checking the model’s consistency in both steps 5a and 6 of the 
recursive algorithm has been estimated as O(NfclvN f )- The dependence of the process 
on Nf however indicates that the scene complexity affects the algorithm performance. 
In order to circumvent this problem a spatial partitioning has been developed. From 
each viewpoint the pyramid formed from the camera centre and the corners of the 
image plane projected in 3-space has been computed and only the part of the model 
that is inside this pyramid is considered. This pyramid effectively denotes the visible 
region for the camera or view frustum so that any polygonised structure outside this 
cannot be affected from local feature visibility constraints. This scheme can be used to 
reduce the number of features in the global model Np to an order proportional to Npav 
and thus the complexity of the model verification using visibility becomes 0(Nfav).
The final integration step involves incorporation of the triangles associated to new
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structure from the local model Mi to M'. Triangles associated to features F-iew cannot 
already exist in the global model and thus search for redundancy is limited between 
them as a triangle may be associated to more that one endpoint of a feature in Ffew. 
Assuming that the number of such triangles is proportional to Npav the process has 
an 0(Npav) complexity. Redundancy for hypothesised triangles connecting pairs of 
junction lines involves searching among the Np global triangles in the current field of 
view and so also has an 0(Npav) complexity.
Processing a single frame using the incremental reconstruction algorithm developed 
has shown to exhibit an 0(Npav) complexity. Assuming that an entire sequence of N  
views have to be processed the overall reconstruction complexity becomes 0(NNpav). 
This reveals a clear improvement over the theoretic modelling algorithm introduced in 
the previous chapter, as a linear complexity over the number of frames is maintained 
ensuring efficient applicability to extended video sequences.
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C h a p t e r  5
S u r f a c e  e s t i m a t i o n  u s i n g  2 D  
c o n s t r a i n e d  D e l a u n a y  
t r i a n g u l a t i o n
This chapter presents an approach for building a triangular mesh representation of the 
real world scene cis it has been captured from a single view point. The method starts 
with the 3D features reconstructed from the SFM process and makes use of the planar 
Delaunay triangulation to produce a polygonisation that includes the projections of 
these features to the image plane as part of the model. The computed 2D mesh is 
subsequently backprojected to 3-space resulting in a triangular piecewise continuous 
surface model in which original features are preserved. An important feature of this 
surface hypothesis methodology is the low computational cost as all the processing is 
performed in 2D.
The choice of the Delaunay structure is initially justified and an overview of different 
approaches proposed for its construction are presented. A fast and simple algorithm for 
the incremental constrained Delaunay triangulation of a set of point and line segments 
has been developed and described along with its complexity analysis.
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5.1 Delaunay Triangulations
Mesh generation on a 2D space has been examined extensively over the last fifty years 
due to the wide area of potential application such as geology, cartography and more 
recently finite elements and computer graphics. Given N  points on a plane an up­
per bound of 106N different triangulations exist [34] making the straightforward idea 
of exhaustive search for the best scheme prohibitively expensive. Therefore, interest 
has focused on triangulations that optimise some measure of quality. Quality criteria 
commonly imposed are related to the shape of the triangles, the edge lengths and the 
internal angles.
A unique triangulation that optimises several such criteria simultaneously is the De­
launay triangulation. The planar Delaunay triangulation of a set S is most easily 
introduced by reference to the Voronoi diagram of S. The Voronoi diagram is defined 
as the tessellation of the plane to convex polygonal cells each one corresponding to an 
input point s € S and enclosing the region where all points are closer to s than every 
other point in S. The Delaunay triangulation is a geometric dual of the Voronoi dia­
gram. On each vertex of the Voronoi diagram, three territorial boundaries meet. These 
three regions around the vertex belong to the three points that form a Delaunay trian­
gle. An example of a Voronoi diagram and the corresponding Delaunay triangulation is 
illustrated in figure 5.1. A detail description of properties like max-min angle, min-max 
circumscribed circle, min-max enclosing circle all satisfied by the Delaunay triangula­
tion as well as relations with the Voronoi diagram has been presented by Fortune [24]. 
Due to these properties Delaunay triangulations are widely used in engineering analy­
sis with finite element techniques where uniform triangles are required and computer 
graphics to optimise rendering.
The hypothesis generation step of the reconstruction algorithm presented in chapter 4 
requires for each new frame i, the projection of the estimated 3D features Fj to the 
plane orthogonal to the view direction, planar triangulation and backprojection in 3- 
space. As perspective projection PQ is injective the order between features P(F{) in 
the plane is preserved relative to the corresponding ordering in the scene. Hence it 
has been proved (Proposition 1) that this methodology results in a consistent model
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Figure 5.1: The Voronoi and Delaunay structures of a set of points. Delaunay triangles 
are sketched with bold lines.
Mi according to Definition 4. How close this model fits to the real scene however, is 
principally dependant on the 2D meshing process. The criterion which has been chosen 
for connecting features is locality. Although this is a heuristic it is reasonable to assume 
that features close to each other are most likely to belong to the same surface.
Based on this optimisation measure the Delaunay triangulation is by definition the 
required structure as each Voronoi vertex is the circumcentre of its corresponding De­
launay triangle and no other point may lie within this circle. The empty circumscribed 
circle property can be used both as a construction medium [49] for the triangulation 
and as definition
Definition 5 (Delaunay Triangulation): A triangulation T of a set of 
planar points S is a Delaunay triangulation if for each triangle U € T the 
circumscribed corresponding circle does not contain any other vertex of S.
This definition considers a planar set of features S that consists exclusively of 2D 
points. In order to build a single view model which contains all the estimated real 
scene primitives the projected points and lines features have to be preserved in the 
triangulation. Unfortunately, creating a mesh that includes point and line constraints
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Figure 5.2: Constrained triangulation of set of points B,D,E and line segments AC. 
(a)As the circle through A,B,C bounds D and conversely the circle through A,D,C 
encompass B no triangulation of the input set can be achieved that satisfy the empty 
Delaunay circle criterion for the feature set. (b)Conforming Constrained Delaunay 
Triangulation by introducing new points F,G. (c)Constrained Delaunay Triangulation.
and simultaneously conforms with Definition 5 is not always possible as illustrated in 
figure 5.2(a).
The problem of incorporating line segments as constraints in the triangulation has been 
addressed by the conforming and constrained Delaunay triangulations. Assuming V to 
be the set of points and E the set of edges belonging to S then a conforming Delaunay 
triangulation is a triangulation over an augmented set of points A D V where A C\V 
points lie on E  and the Delaunay property holds for each triangle. Intuitively the idea 
is to split the original constraint edges into shorter segments by introducing new points 
in such a way that the resulted mesh is Delaunay 5.2(b). Several algorithms have been 
developed [32, 26, 30, 15, 66, 35, 77] to construct such a triangulation. Although the 
resulting mesh is well behaved, as all the Delaunay properties stand, the number of 
triangles is significantly increased. In the case of triangulating real scene features this 
process would also introduce new features which do not correspond to any real scene 
structure.
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The alternative approach is the Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (CDT) which is 
the best approximation of the Delaunay triangulation (figure 5.2(c)) applied on the 
original set of features S = (V, E). Assuming visibility between two points V{,Vj € V 
when the segment {+*,+;} does not cross any edge in E  then the CDT can be defined 
[25] as:
Definition 6 (Constrained Delaunay Triangulation): The Constrained 
Delaunay Triangulation contains the edge {vi,Vj} between two input vertices 
,if and only if Vi is visible to Vj and some circle through V{, vj contains no other 
input point visible to segment {Vi,Vj} in its interior.
Existing algorithms for building the CDT can be classified to batch [50, 10, 16, 17] 
and incremental [11, 88, 6, 2, 54] with the difference lying on the availability of the 
feature set during the triangulation process. Thus incremental methods are based on 
stepwise addition of features while maintaining a Delaunay triangulation and batch 
rely on the existence of the whole set from the beginning. As the CDT generalises 
the definition of Delaunay triangulation in order to impose certain constraints in the 
mesh no additional triangles are generated and the Delaunay property holds locally for 
quadrilaterals formed from adjacent triangles that do not share a constrained edge.
5.2 Constrained Delaunay Triangulation
A new incremental planar Constrained Delaunay Triangulation algorithm has been de­
veloped in order to hypothesise the surfaces that span the space between the computed 
scene’s cloud of features. The algorithm incorporates new primitives as constraints 
applied to the existing mesh while maintaining a Delaunay triangulation at each time. 
The description has been separated to the process of adding points and line segments.
5.2.1 Point Insertion
The process of incorporating points to the mesh is similar to an unconstrained incre­
mental Delaunay triangulation [49]. Initially three arbitrary points are assumed such
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that all input features lie inside the triangle they form. For each new point p the 
insertion algorithm into the existing triangulation T can be summarised as:
1. Locate the triangle t £ T enclosing p.
2. Split t to the three subtriangles formed by connecting p with its vertices and 
delete it.
3. For each of the three new triangles put the edge opposite to p in the stack S of 
candidate invalid Delaunay edges.
4. While S is not empty
(a) Remove the first edge from the stack and check the Delaunay property in 
the quadrilateral formed by its two adjacent triangles.
(b) If p is inside the circumscribed circle of its opposite triangle in the quadri­
lateral then swap the diagonal and place the edges not adjacent to p in the 
two newly created triangles in the stack S.
The resulting triangulation T' is Delaunay and contains the union of the original and 
new points. This is a standard process commonly adopted by most of the incremental 
Delaunay triangulation algorithms constrained or not. In fact not only the Delaunay 
but other optimal 2D triangulations over different criteria can by achieved using this 
edge swapping methodology [95]. An example of adding a point to an existing mesh is 
presented in more detail in appendix B.l.
5.2.2 Line segm ent insertion
Imposing line segment constraints on the mesh is of great importance in building a 
realistic scene representation as features that outline significant surface boundaries in 
3-space are actually preserved in the resulted estimated model. Adding a new line 
constraint C is closely related to the point insertion as the developed algorithm can 
be summarised in two steps, incorporate line endpoints and impose the actual line 
segment.
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The first of these steps is performed using the point insertion algorithm described in the 
previous section. The set of triangles intersected by the constrain C are then identified. 
The edges bounding the region defined by these triangles form a polygon Pc called the 
bounding polygon. All the diagonals of the bounding polygon are intersected by the 
constraint C. Using a recursive swap method these diagonals are flipped in such a 
way that they do not intersect C and the bounding polygon is constrained Delaunay 
triangulated.
The algorithm to impose a constraint C{ — (pi, P2} into an existing 2D Delaunay 
triangulation M  = {V,E} can be summarised as follows:
1. If constraint C{ = {pi,P2} is not an edge C-i <£ E  of the mesh M  — {V,E} then 
insert the endpoints pi,p2 into M, using the algorithm presented in section 5.2.1 
such that V' — VLJOtoT^} and E' — F|J C\.
2. Create a list L, of intersections between edges {ey} 6 E  and the constraint C{ 
sorted according to their order of intersection along pi to p2.
3. Initialise an empty stack S = {0}.
4. While L is not empty take the first edge e — (vp, vr).
(a) Let the quadrilateral qe — (vp,vq,vr,vs) be formed by the two triangles 
adjacent to e.
(b) If qe is convex call Recursive Delaunay Edge Swap process with (S,e).
(c) Else push e into stack S.
The process Recursive Delaunay Edge Swap is recursive and it is called with (S, e), a 
stack and a single edge. Its steps can be described as follows:
1. Swap edge e = (vp,vr) to opposite edge e' = (vq,vs) of quadrilateral qe formed 
by the adjacent triangles of e.
2. If e' does not intersects C then impose the Delaunay criterion to the polygon 
B — (vq,vq+i, ...,vs-i, v8) formed by consecutive points vq along to vs on the 
bounding polygon Pc.
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3. while the stack is not empty S % 0 and its top edge enext forms a convex quadri­
lateral then
(a) Pop enext from the stack S.
(b) Call Recursive Delaunay Edge Swap process with (S, enext).
4. If e' does intersects constraint C then put e' in stack S.
A simple example of imposing a single line segment on an existing constrained Delaunay 
mesh is presented in figure 5.3. Assume that the line constraint to be inserted is A D  
and its bounding polygon after inserting the endpoints is illustrated in figure 5.3(a). 
In step (2) of the algorithm the list L = {B F , BE.CE} of intersected model edges by 
the constraint is computed and in the subsequent step (3) the stack S is initialised. As 
L is not empty the first edge to be processed is BF. The quadrilateral q = A B E F  
corresponding to B F  that is formed in step (4a) is convex and thus the Recursive 
Delaunay Edge Swap (RDES) process is called in step (4b). In the first step of this 
process edge B F  is swapped to A E  as illustrated in figure 5.3(b). Edge AE  does not 
intersect the constraint segment A D  but in step (2) nothing has to be further done due 
to polygon B — A F E  being a simple triangle. Stack S is now empty and thus step (3) 
is not executed. Finally, A E  does not intersect A D  and so is not inserted to the stack.
The next edge in list L is BE. However, the formed corresponding quadrilateral A B C E  
is concave and so B E  is pushed in the stack S in step 4(c) of the main process. The 
subsequent edge C E  in the list forms a convex quadrilateral B C  D E  and so the RDES 
process is called in step (4b). Inside RDES C E  is initially swapped to B D  as it is 
shown in figure 5.3(c). The polygon B = B C D  is again a single triangle and does not 
have to be checked in step (2). In the next step (3) though the stack contains edge B E  
and thus RDES is recursively called with the now empty stack S. Edge B E  is swapped 
to the original constraint segment AD  as illustrated in figure 5.3(c) and the process 
terminates as both polygons A F E D  and A B C D  satisfy the Delaunay criterion.
A more detailed illustration of imposing a line segment over an example mesh is de­
scribed in appendix B.2. This method is similar to [88] as it is based on sequential edge 
swaps. However, unlike that method the developed algorithm achieves a Constrained
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.3: Example of imposing a single line segment as a constraint on an existing 
•mesh
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Delaunay Triangulation over the bounding polygon as it iterates through the intersected 
edges. Furthermore, the use of a stack for the unprocessed edges significantly reduces 
the number of swapping tests and results in a single pass over the invalid diagonals of 
the bounding polygon.
5.2.3 Convergence of line segm ent insertion algorithm  to  C D T
The developed algorithm imposes a line segment over the mesh by a single pass through 
the diagonals of its bounding polygon. The principal advantage is that the resulting 
triangulation is the CDT of the subset of input features already incorporated to the 
mesh. To prove this two intermediate lemmas are used
Lemma 1 Each of the two subpolygons in which the constraint line segment 
C splits the bounding polygon Pc has at least one convex vertex.
Proof: Consider one of the two subpolygons Pi and assume that it consists of n sides. 
Then the sum of the internal angles of the polygon is (n — 2)re [70] and thus no n — 2 
concave internal angles may exist. As the constraint C is one of the n sides and by 
definition of Pi the two angles associated to its endpoints are convex at least one of the 
remaining n — 2 vertices must be convex as well. The proof for the second subpolygon 
is similar QED.
Lemma 2 After processing the last of the intersected diagonals associated 
with one of the bounding polygons convex vertices Vf the corresponding ear 
formed by this vertex Vi and its two adjacent ones V{-i,Vi+i is removed.
Proof: First assume that the ear has a single diagonal. In such case the quadrilateral 
formed by the two triangles associated with this diagonal is convex and thus the swap 
of the diagonal results in the removal of the ear. Otherwise a set of diagonals D  
connects the convex vertex vi with different vertices V on the opposite side of the 
constraint C. Consider then the polygon P formed from vertices vt-_i,t^ +i and V and
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assume a labelling of po = Wi_i,pi, --Pn-i — vi+i where p i . . p n - 2  is the arrangement 
that correspond to the relative order in which their associated diagonal cut the ear of 
The diagonals D  are processed in this relative order as well.
A diagonal forms a convex quadrilateral if its endpoint in P  corresponds to a convex 
vertex of P. If this diagonal is swapped then the corresponding ear is removed from P 
and the cardinality of D  reduced by one. In the situation where the endpoint of the 
diagonal in V is a concave vertex of P  then it is inserted into a stack S. However, not 
all diagonals may belong to this category as using the same reasoning with Lemma 1 
applied to polygon P using segment p o ,p n- i  as the base, there is always at least one 
convex vertex between p \  and p n- 2- The removal of the ear related to this convex vertex 
P i  by swapping the associated diagonal only affects the status (convex or concave) of 
the previous and the next vertex in P. Thus testing the diagonals in the order they 
appear in the stack S insures that no convex vertex pj, j < i may exists. Ultimately, 
P is reduced to a quadrilateral with only one diagonal left associated to Vi, a case 
examined initially. QED.
Proposition 4 Insertion of a new line segment C as a constraint in an ex­
isting Delaunay mesh M  = {V, E} of a set of point V and line E  constraint 
features, based on the algorithm presented in the section 5.2.2 results in a new 
triangulation T1 that is the constrained Delaunay triangulation of E  (J C.
Proof: Line segment insertion starts by incorporating its endpoints to the mesh in 
case they do not already exist. This process is based on the algorithm by Lawson et at 
[49] which is proven to consistently add new vertices so that the empty circle criterion 
holds. Imposing the actual segment involves initial identification of the intersected 
edges and formation of the corresponding bounding polygon Pc- As the triangulation 
M  is Delaunay and no new vertices are added or removed the sides of this polygon Pc 
are Delaunay edges and thus do not change in the final triangulation.
The algorithm proceeds based on incremental removal of ears from Pc. As there is 
always an ear at each side of the constraint C and after processing the last of its 
associated intersected diagonals this ear is removed ultimately the bounding polygon
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reduces to a convex quadrilateral whose diagonal swap results in the desired constraint 
edge. Consider the two subpolygons -Pl,P2 in which the C  divides Pc and assume an 
ordering of their vertices pQ,p\...p\ and pl,p\...p2 so that pi = pi are the constraints 
first endpoint and p\ = pf the second. Each ear {Pa,pl,plc},ci < b < c, i = 1,2 that 
is removed splits its associated polygon Pi into two subpolygons Pj = {Po--Pla,pl--p\) 
and Pf = (pza..plc). Successive swaps of the diagonals of subpolygon Pf then insures 
that it always remains Delaunay triangulated. The process continues until only a single 
triangle remain in each side of C  and thus with the swap of the last diagonal each of the 
two polygons P-1 degrade to the corresponding P 2 and thus are Delaunay triangulated* 
QED.
5.3 C D T  complexity analysis
Hypothesis of real scene surfaces are generated by 2D Constrained Delaunay Triangu­
lation over the set of projected estimated point and line features on a plane orthogonal 
to the viewing direction. The processes of imposing these points and lines primitives to 
the mesh are closely related as the latter involves the former when the line endpoints 
are inserted.
The algorithm for adding a new point p to an existing Delaunay mesh computationally 
can be separated to locating the triangle that bounds the point and the sequential 
edge swap for insuring the empty circle criterion. The method used for identifying the 
triangle which p lies inside is the one proposed in Lawson [49] with complexity 0(Nt), 
where Nt is the number of triangles in the mesh. However, in the average case the 
algorithm is as fast as 0(y/Nt),[93]* The number N t of triangles can be considered 
proportional to the number of features n already in the mesh and so the algorithm is 
of the order of O(n).
The algorithm starts with an initial triangle guess and the identification of its edge from 
which point p is outside. As the triangles are C C W  oriented this is the edge that has 
p on its right. The search continues with the triangle adjacent to the previous on the 
extracted edge and until the point is on the left of all three edges of the new examined 
triangle. More sophisticated point location methods has been proposed [37] that may
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be asymptotically faster but in the average case they do not perform much better than 
the adopted algorithm and their practical use is much more complex.
The recursive edge swap process complexity analysis is based on the observation that 
all new triangles in the updated Delaunay mesh are incident to the new point p and 
so testing the Delaunay criterion is a Q(k) where k is the number of edges incident to 
p. However, in the worst case where the point p is connected to all other vertices this 
complexity becomes 0(n). Considering that the point insertion algorithm is applied 
for the whole set of input features its overall complexity is 0(n2).
The line segment insertion algorithm can also be divided into the preprocessing and the 
update part. The first process involves adding the line endpoints which is performed 
similarly with the above point insertion algorithm and sorting of the mesh’s intersected 
edges in the direction from one endpoint towards the other. Assuming that the number 
of such edges is in the average case Nfav sorting can be executed in 0(Nfav) time. 
This is achieved by choosing the triangle where the last point has found as the initial 
guess for the search of the subsequent point in the vertex locate step and then mimic 
the path from one endpoint to the other finding the intersected triangles.
The update part of the algorithm recursively achieves a CDT over the bounding polygon 
of the imposed constraint. The processes involved in the recursive step are check the 
convexity, swap the diagonal, check the Delaunay criterion on a quadrilateral and test 
edge intersections. An interesting feature is that all these processes are constant time 
and so the complexity of the update process is related to the number of times this 
recursive part is called. This number however is very difficult to compute exactly as it 
is dependant on the particular mesh structure. The algorithm certainly does a single 
pass through each of the intersected edges while edges that need further processing 
are inserted in a stack. The use of such structure insures that an edge is tested only 
if all edges previously above it in the stack have successfully swapped. Empirically it 
has been found that the average times of processing each edge is 0(log(Nfav)) (in the 
example of appendix B.2 Nfav = 8 and the number of iterations is 15) and so imposing 
a line to the mesh is of the order of 0(Nfavlog(Nfav)).
Assuming that a total number of N  lines have to be inserted in the existing mesh
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the complexity of preprocessing step will be 0(N2) while that of the update step 
0(NNfavlog(Nfav)). Thus the bottleneck of the whole process is due to the point 
insertion algorithm while the line insertion part is asymptotically optimal.
C h a p t e r  6
R o b u s t  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n
Any system aiming at reconstructing real world scenes should not only be based on a 
consistent geometric framework but should also be able to address the inherent prob­
lem of measurement noise. This chapter presents how uncertainty information on the 
estimated position of the 3D features provided by structure-from-motion can be utilised 
to achieve robust reconstruction in the presence of noise. In particular the focus is on 
the update and the visibility processes of the reconstruction algorithm introduced in 
chapter 4 where the use of uncertainty enables :
1. Propagation of feature uncertainty to incrementally update the model based on 
improved estimates of feature locations.
2. Robust visibility constraint test to avoid inconsistent elimination of valid triangles 
due to noise.
Initially the underlying geometric probability assumptions are described and an uncer­
tainty representation for 3D points, lines and triangles is introduced. Based on this 
foundation the reconstruction algorithm presented in chapter 4 is extended to explicitly 
consider noise in the measurement estimates.
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6.1 Geometric Uncertainty
An estimated geometric object can be considered as a random variable described by a 
vector x which consists of the variables that we have chosen to parameterise it. Thus we 
can define its probability density function (pdf), p(x), as the probability of the specific 
object x in the corresponding parameter space. In this sense geometric uncertainty can 
be treated using classic probability theory [99].
In practice obtaining an explicit pdf is extremely difficult because of the complexity of 
modelling all the sources of errors. However, in many cases a reasonable assumption is 
that the pdf is Gaussian. This assumption can be justified if noise is caused by a large 
number of independent sources from the central limit theory. There is also a practical 
motivation for choosing the Gaussian distribution such that it can be fully specified by 
the first and second order statistics mean, variance which is the only information that 
needs to be propagated through the system.
This characteristic is very useful because the transformation of a pdf reduces to that 
of transforming its mean and covariance. In particular assuming a Gaussian random 
vector x with mean x and covariance matrix Px and a transformation equation y — 
/(x). In case / is a linear transformation of the form y = Ax + b the mean and 
covariance of y will then be:
y = Ax + b
(6-1 )
Py = APXAT
Similarly [96], if / is not linear with Jacobian matrix J = df/dx relative to x, then 
the corresponding statistics up to the second order becomes [96]:
Py = JPXJT
A property of geometric uncertainty is that a physical representation can be given to 
random variables. For a 3D point x its covariance can be visually described with an 
ellipsoid.
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(a)
Figure 6.1: Uncertainty representation for (a)Point x and (b)Line 1 = (xi,x2) and 
point p on the line.
(x - x)TPc L(x - x) = k2 (6.3)
This ellipsoid is centred at x and bounds the volume inside which x is expected to lay 
with a probability specified by k as illustrated in figure 6.1(a).
Based on this 3D point covariance representation the line segment uncertainty can be 
derived as it can be defined by its endpoints xi, x2 combined to a vector 1 = (x1?x2)T. 
Obtaining the variance for any point p along the line segment is achieved by the use of 
a linear interpolation scheme. Point p will then be defined as
p = xi + A(x2 - xx) (6.4)
Equation 6.4 can be considered as a linear transformation of 1 in the form p = A(l) 
where
1 — A 0 0 A 0 0
A = 0 1 - A 0 0 A 0
0 0 1 — A 0 0 A
=  ((1 -  A)/ | XI) (6.5)
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Figure 6.2: Uncertainty representation for triangle t = (xi,X2,X3). 
According to equation (6.1) the mean p and covariance Pp will then be
p = .41 = (I — A)/ A/] [xx x2
r i Pi 0 (1 - A)/[(1 - A)/ XI 0 p2_ XI
= (1 - A)xi 4- Ax2 (6.6)
= (1 - A)2P! + \2P2 (6.7)
where Pi and P2 are the covariance matrices of xi,X2, which are considered indepen­
dent, respectively. As equation (6.7) is quadratic relative to A the uncertainty envelope 
around a 3D line can be visualised as an hyperbolic ellipsoid and is illustrated in figure 
6.1(b). It should be noted that the minimum uncertainty along the line is between xi 
and X2.
The SFM method adopted uses an internal minimal line representation with 4 degrees 
of freedom [59]. This results in a 3x3 covariance matrix (for each point) with the 
null space along the line direction. Thus the uncertainty over each endpoint can be 
represented with a 2D ellipse in the plane perpendicular to the line orientation.
Using a similar methodology with lines we can model the covariance for any point 
on a triangle surface patch. Using barycentric coordinates any point that lies inside 
the triangle can be linearly interpolated from the triangle vertices. Assume a triangle
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t = (xi,X2,x3) and a point pt on the triangle. The point pt can be expressed in 
barycentric coordinates as
where u,v € [0,1]. If each of the triangle vertices is treated as a 3D point with known 
mean and covariance then following the same reasoning with the line uncertainty rep­
resentation, the mean pt and covariance Ppt of point pt can be defined as:
A graphical representation of the uncertainty envelope around a triangle is illustrated 
in Figure 6.2. Again the minimum uncertainty is for points close to the barycentre of 
the three triangle vertices.
6.2 Model update based on uncertainty information
The incremental reconstruction system presented in chapter 4 updates the model ac­
cording to new structure estimates as these become available for each new frame of the 
image sequence. The recursive SFM [60] not only provides measurements on the 3D 
positions of features but also computes their associated covariance which corresponds 
to the uncertainty related to these estimates under a specific confidence value. This 
input is used to impose junction information to the associated features and update 
feature positions and statistics.
6.2.1 Im pose junctions
Junctions are first identified in the low level image feature extraction process and prop­
agated through the SFM to the reconstruction process. As feature extraction is a local 
2D process applied on the intensity image and SFM is a global optimisation procedure
pt =  uxi + ux2 + ( 1 - u - 1>)X3 (6.8)
p t =  'U X j  +  VX2 +  (1 — U  — 0)x3
Pn = u2Pxl + v2PX7 + (!-«- v)2Pxs
(6.9)
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where junctions are not imposed as hard constraints, the computed 3D estimates of the 
junction associated features that are fed to reconstruction are not in exact agreement 
with the corresponding junction position. Errors in the localisation of the junction in 
the image or slight misplacement of the associated lines in 3D usually result in esti­
mated 3D segments that either do not meet at all or intersect instead of sharing a 
common point.
Imposing the junctions on the endpoints of the corresponding participating lines is 
performed in 3D space. In case of a V-junction or Y-junction, lines are updated so that 
they meet at the point with the minimum square distance from all their corresponding 
endpoints. Assuming xj, i = 1..n the endpoints of the lines participating to the junction 
and Pi their covariance matrices then the new junction point p and its variance Pp will 
be
£r=i*ip — — —
t o  p, (6-10)p — Mi=i t ir V — 277/
The other type of junction that is considered is the T-junction. Assume the example 
of figure 6.3(b) where such a junction between two lines li = (xi,X2),l2 = (x3,X4) is 
illustrated. First the point P on line 12 which is nearest to line li is computed. In case
P lies between the endpoints of 12, X4 is shifted to S which also lies on the line 12 very
close to P in the direction towards the other endpoint x3. In this way splitting line 
li during the constrained triangulation process as well as dealing with exact alignment 
of feature endpoints and the camera centre are avoided. The covariance of the new 
endpoint S is finally interpolated using equation 6.7.
Connecting noisy feature estimates by using the junction information significantly im­
proves the quality of the reconstruction. In the cases where the line endpoints are close 
but do not meet a number of small and thin triangles would otherwise be hypothesised 
to close the gap between them. This is illustrated in the results of section 7.1.3 where 
reconstruction is performed without any junctions. In the opposite situation where the 
lines intersect in 2D, as presented in the example of figure 6.3(a), the visibility step of
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Ca
Ce
Image 1 j X
' Plane 2 x 3
(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Example of noisy T junction between 3D lines li, I2- (a)The image plane 
projections of the lines are intersected (b)Lines in 3D from a different angle.
the reconstruction algorithm would have incorrectly removed triangles associated with 
line li. Furthermore, the principal assumption of the 2D triangulation process that its 
input set is a planar straight graph would have been violated.
Feature detection in real video sequences is highly dependent on the actual structure 
of the scene and the capture conditions (small baseline, illumination) and so it is not 
always realistic to assume that every possible significant feature is extracted. Thus 
planar intersections between the projected 3D feature estimates may still occur in 
cases where the corresponding junctions have not been estimated. Dealing with such 
problem involves addressing situations where both the lines involved in the intersection 
are visible in the current frame or only one of them has been detected.
Contrary to imposing known junctions, such intersections are identified in the 2D space. 
For every frame i features F{ are projected to the image plane and each feature fj £ 
Fi is tested for intersection with all other features in Fi. Assume the example of 
figure 6.3(a) where the junction between the lines li, 12 has not been estimated. Their 
planar intersection at point Pj is then first identified, the corresponding junction is 
hypothesised and the involved lines are updated with the same process described above 
for the known junction information case.
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/ f X \
m
Figure 6.4: Update an existing line segment estimate (pi,P2) to the new corresponding 
measurement (aq, £2)
6.2.2 Feature update and uncertainty propagation
For each new frame new measurements of existing features are integrated from SFM 
with the existing corresponding esimates based on a Kalman filtering update. This 
yields to a maximum likelihood new estimate. The methodology ensures that as the 
number of frames in which a feature is observed increases its corresponding covariance 
will decrease. Hence model features locations and variances are updated based on the 
corresponding new estimates computed from SFM at each frame.
Line features update to the new corresponding feature estimated orientation but the 
extent of the associated segment and their variance are considered after imposing the 
junctions as described in the previous section. A requirement that should be met 
from the line update process is that the new feature should be the greatest segment 
formed from the endpoints of the existing and new measurement so that it depicts 
the portion that has become visible across all the frames where it has been extracted. 
Considering the example of figure 6.4 with the existing line p = (pi,P2) and new 
estimate x = (xi,X2) the steps of the update process can be summarised to:
1. Project Pi onto the nearest point on the model line (xp;).
2. If any of the xpi lies outside the segment x
(a) Shift the corresponding endpoint xi so that it coincides with xpj.
(b) Extrapolate the covariance of new x* using equation (6.7).
This process ensures that feature positions and variances are updated based on our 
best current estimates for the location of the corresponding real structure.
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6.3 Visibility test using feature uncertainty
The visibility of features from a specific camera position relative to the reconstructed 
model is a powerful tool for testing the consistency of the model. However, noise in 
the data can result in rejection of hypothesised triangles which actually correspond 
to real scene surfaces. This makes the original algorithm ‘brittle’ in the presence of 
noisy measurements (surfaces are incorrectly deleted). Thus visibility should be applied 
taking into account the uncertainty of both the model’s triangles and feature estimates.
In the reconstruction algorithm each feature fj 6 Fj in frame i defines a visibility 
constraint according to Definition 1. To account for the uncertainty in the measurement 
data, a modified definition for the visibility constraint is required :
Definition 7 (Visibility constraint with uncertainty) : The space be­
tween the camera position and the volumetric uncertainty envelope of the 
feature should not intersect with any of the model’s triangles uncertainty vol­
umes.
This definition ensures that no violation of visibility occurs due to noise under some 
confidence measure. Exact implementation of the visibility tests according to the above 
definition involves intersections between higher order surfaces in 3-space. This is how­
ever difficult to achieve as no explicit equations exist for these surfaces. Therefore, 
a more conservative approach is adopted by approximating this test and reducing the 
search space along the direction of the ray connecting the camera centre and the feature 
projection onto the image plane.
The process of applying visibility for an observed 3D point p against the reconstructed 
model will be examined. Testing visibility for lines is a direct extension of this process 
for each of the two associated endpoints and evaluation of their relative depth compared 
to the surface under examination (section 4.3.2). Consider the example of Figure 6.5. 
The 3D visibility ray r = (c, pi) originates at the camera centre c and passes through 
P i ,  the projection of p onto the image plane. Using back-projection of this ray against 
the plane formed by the 3D triangle t, point pt on the triangle is computed. Collinear
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Figure 6.5: One dimensional visibility test. (a)Model’s triangles and features are tested 
for 2D overlap in the image plane, (b)Representation of ID variance of p, pt along the 
projection optical ray.
to this 3D line is also the 3D feature point p. If pv =  (pvi>Pv2) is the segment that 
depicts the variance of p along the visibility ray and tv =  (tvi,tV2) the corresponding 
segment for pt then the new visibility constraint definition becomes:
Definition 8 (Robust visibility test ) : The line segment between the 
camera position c and the furthest estimate for the position where the feature 
lies (pV2) should not overlap with the projection of a model triangle’s variance 
onto the optical ray line r.
The problem thus reduces to the estimation of the ID variances for both p and pt- 
The process of computing the variation envelope for p, p t is similar and it will be just 
presented for p. Practically the 3D point p does not lie exactly on the examined 3D 
ray r because it is the estimate of the true position in the scene. Instead an ellipsoid 
centred at p exists which indicates where the actual point lies in 3-space with some 
confidence. If this ellipsoid is considered as a cloud of possible positions for the scene 
feature then each of these points can be projected onto the visibility ray. Every point 
x on the line can be expressed as x = c + Av where v is the unit vector along the 3D 
ray.
The segment pv can be estimated by examination of the distribution of A for the set 
of projected points. It can be shown that for each point x projected, A will be
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A = v-(c-x) (6.11)
By considering equation (6.11) as a linear transformation of x to A then based on 
equation (6.1) the mean A and the covariance P\ will be
A = v • c — v • x
(6.1 2 )
P\ = (-v)TP x(-v)
where x = p the mean of distribution of points in the ellipsoid and Px the covariance. As 
it was expected from equation 6.12, A corresponds to point p on the line. A confidence 
envelope of approximately 99% is achieved by considering a space of three standard 
deviations in each side of the mean. Thus points pvi and pv2 are considered to be 
at distance 3x/P\ left and right of p on the ray r. The variation envelope for pt is 
computed similarly.
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C h a p t e r  7
A p p l i c a t i o n  o f  M o d e l  
R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  F r a m e w o r k
A framework for reconstruction of indoor scenes has been described. In this chapter 
the application of the developed methodology is demonstrated. Both real and synthetic 
sequences of scenes with multiple objects and significant occlusions are used to evaluate 
the reconstruction performance and validate the assumptions that have been adopted. 
The use of synthetic sequences enables the model reconstruction to be evaluated for 
varying levels of noise in the feature primitives. In a real system, noise is introduced 
through the lower level processes of image capture, feature extraction, matching and 
structure-from-motion SFM. The performance of the reconstruction process to noise 
and outliers is evaluated using the statistical framework presented in chapter 6.
7.1 Synthetic data
Generation of synthetic sequences is based on a platform that closely simulates the real 
system. An environment similar to a first person arcade game has been implemented. 
A 3D scene is manually designed and the operator of the experiment is able to rotate 
and translate the camera inside this scene in all directions. Images of the 3D world are 
rendered in real time as the user navigates through the virtual environment in the same 
way a mobile robot does. Once the reconstruction position has been picked a hidden
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line detection algorithm is used to determine visibility of object faces and compute the 
associated visible edge sections. A file similar to the one produced by SFM is generated 
and fed to the modelling system. A new model is then computed using the incremental 
reconstruction algorithm presented in chapter 4. The user then interactively moves 
the camera to new locations to capture data for successive frames in a sequence for 
model reconstruction. New viewpoints can be selected either from a pre-defined path 
or manual interaction based on the users knowledge of the scene structure. Automatic 
viewpoint selection based on the partial reconstruction could also be used if available.
This synthesis offers several advantages relative to image sequences captured from real 
scenes. The controllable environment frees the reconstruction process from any compli­
cations involved in the lower levels of the system. Correspondence between 2D image 
features over subsequent frames is automatically known eliminating in this way the 
problem of feature tracking and allowing the processing of synthetic views that are 
widely spaced. Furthermore, prior information on scene structure and camera posi­
tions removes the dependency on obtaining data from the SFM process. This has 
allowed much more extensive testing of the algorithms than was possible for data avail­
able for real scenes. The ideal scenario without noise is first used to test the proposed 
methodology of scene reconstruction from sparse data. The performance is then evalu­
ated under more realistic conditions with added noise and missing features at different 
levels. The use of synthetic data allows evaluation of the performance against known 
ground truth. In practice this independent evaluation was vital due to the practical 
difficulties experienced in obtaining reliable reconstruction for long image sequences of 
real indoor scenes with current automatic feature matching and structure-from-motion 
algorithms.
7.1.1 Noise free synthetic sequences
Three different synthetic worlds have been built in order to test the developed incre­
mental reconstruction methodology. A 2D map for each of these scenes along with 
the approximate capturing positions picked during the incremental reconstruction pro­
cess is presented in figure 7.1. An extended illustration of the corresponding rendered 
images for each of these scenes is presented in Appendix C.
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(a)
(b)
fc)
Figure 7.1: Top view maps for the synthetic scenes. Arrows represent the approximate 
positions of the cameras.
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Sequence 1: The first synthetic scene comprises a room with two boxes one behind 
the other. There are 16 images in the sequence of the camera moving around the boxes 
as shown in figure 7.1(a). The partially reconstructed model up to several intermediate 
frames from the sequence are presented in figure 7.2 (a— d). The final reconstructed 
model is presented as a wire-frame from multiple novel viewpoints in figure 7.2(e). 
Analysis of the final model shows that all the triangles in the model correspond to 
real scene surfaces. All virtual triangles have been eliminated by the visibility con­
straint. Statistics for the reconstruction process are given in table 7.1. In addition, 
the final model is completely closed without any holes in the reconstructed surfaces. 
This demonstrates that the model reconstruction algorithm has converged to a valid 
approximation of both the true scene surface geometry and topology. The topology of 
the real scene has been accurately modelled despite the multiple occluded regions and 
the small number of images in the sequence. Notice should be taken on the compactness 
of the model which involves just 85 triangles to approximate the 16 surfaces in the real 
scene.
Sequence 2: The second sequence of twenty frames is of two empty rooms connected 
through a doorway. The camera moves around the first room before passing through 
the door and explore the second room. Again the topology has been correctly estimated 
as it is presented in figure 7.3. All triangles in the reconstructed model correspond to 
real surfaces and there are no holes. Statistics of the reconstruction are given in table
7.1. The final model consists of 111 triangles to approximate 20 scene surfaces.
Sequence 3: The third scene is of a large scale internal environment with four empty 
rooms connected by corridors. Starting at the centre of the scene the camera moves 
inside each of the four rooms exploring the whole world in 55 images. Several models 
corresponding to different stages in the recursive reconstruction process are presented 
in figure 7.4. An accurate reconstruction of the full scene surface topology is again 
reconstructed without holes or invalid triangles. The accurate reconstruction of the 
scene topology is evidence of the ability of the described methodology to reconstruct 
extended sequences. These results demonstrate that in the absence of measurement 
noise the hypothesise and verify strategy using feature visibility converges to a valid 
approximation of the scene with a small number of viewpoints.
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Seq. Num.of surfaces Number of triangle Invalid triangles Holes
1 16 85 0 0
2 20 111 0 0
3 78 455 0 0
Table 7.1: Table of model reconstruction statistics without noise
An important feature of the algorithm is the processing time required for each frame. 
To study the computational performance the third sequences with four rooms has been 
used. Frames in the sequence have been separated to two sets. The first set involves 
the frames where a number of features are introduced for first time while the second 
frames where an estimation already exists for all the visible structure primitives. After 
reaching the last position the camera moves back and visits exactly the same viewpoints 
in the inverse order. For the reverse sequence all features have previously been seen 
and no new features are added.
Figure 7.5 illustrates the increase of the processing time as the number of frames extends 
up to around the fiftieth frame where all the structure has already become visible. 
However, as expected from the analysis of section 4.4 this is a linear rather than a square 
order increase relative to the number of frames already processed. Integrating the 
inverse sequence at the end of the original demonstrates the stabilisation of the process 
which has approximately constant time per frame. This is due to the introduction of 
the visibility pyramid to cull unobserved sections of the global model.
For each of the synthetic sequences that has been reconstructed exact (lip to numerical 
precession) feature and camera position estimates have been used. These experiments 
may not be very realistic however they demonstrate the ability of the incremental re­
construction algorithm to produce consistent scene models for sequences of different 
complexity and length using only visibility constraints from the current view. These 
results indicates a rate of convergence much better than the theoretical proof of con­
vergence for an infinite sequence.
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(a) A fte r I fram e (b) A fter 5 fram es
(c) A fte r 9  fram es (d) A fte r 13 fram es
(el Final reconstructed mode
Figure 7.2: Reconstructed models for the room with the boxes sequence. (a),(b),(c),(d) 
Models up to 1.5,9 and 13 images processed, (e) Filial reconstructed model from three 
different angles
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(a ) A fte r 1 fram e (b ) A fte r 3 fram es (c) A fte r 6  fram es
(d) A fter 11 fram es (e) A fte r 12 fram es (d) A fte r 17 fram es
Figure 7.3: Reconstructed models for the two rooms sequence. (a),(b),(c),(d), (e) 
(f) Models up to 1,5,9 and 13 images processed, (e) Final reconstructed model from 
different viewing angles
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(g) Final reconstructed model
(a) A fte r 2 fram es
(d) A fte r 25 fram es
(b) A fter 7 fram es
(e) A fter 35 fram es
(c) A fte r 15 fram es
(f) A fte r 45  fram es
Figure 7.4: Reconstructed models for the floor sequence. (a),(b),(c),(d), (e) (f) Models 
up to 1,5,9 and 13 images processed, (e) Filial reconstructed model from different 
viewing angles
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Number of frame
Figure 7.5: Processing time relative to the number of the frame in the sequence. Times 
has been measured on an 400MHz Ultra Enterprise Sun system and are rounded to the 
closest second
7.1.2 S yn the tic  no isy scenes
A more realistic evaluation than that presented in the last section involves the presence 
of errors in the estimated scene structure. The first two synthetic scenes have been 
used to access the methodology’s robustness to noisy measurements. To make the 
analysis quantitative details of the geometry for each of these two scenes are presented. 
However, as reconstruction is only up to scale these are arbitrary specified dimensions. 
For the first sequence the size of the room is 4 x 3 x 8m, of the front box 1 x 0.6 x 0.4m 
and the rear box 0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8m all measured in (x, y,z) coordinates. For the second 
scene the dimensions of each of the rooms is 4 x 2 x 4?n.
For each frame the exact measurements on the visible section of every line feature is 
available from the synthetic data. To simulate the noise in the data as delivered from the 
SFM process independent Gaussian noise is added to each line endpoint. The size of this 
additive noise is proportional to the associated lines length. Given a Gaussian random
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variable 74 =  IV[0,cq] with mean zero and standard deviation cq then different levels 
of noise <ji =  <j2 =  &3 =  jqq and a4 =  are added independently in each
direction on every line endpoint. Uncertainty information is simulated in the form of 
the corresponding covariance matrix estimate for each noisy feature. A confidence level
of 3oi «  99% is used for application of the visibility constratints in the reconstruction
algorithm.
New feature estimates are generated at each frame with independent additive noise. 
As mentioned in section 6.2.2 the covariance of a 3D feature estimate shrinks as the 
number of frames where it has become visible increases. This is due to the Kalman 
filtering temporal integration process used by SFM. To imitate this behaviour the 
same process has been adopted in order to update any new measurement based on 
the already existing estimates. Suppose x is the existing estimate of a feature, p the 
new measurement after adding noise and 1 the resulting feature from merging p,x. 
Also assume that Px,Pp and Pi are the corresponding covariances and x,p and T the 
corresponding means. Then the Kalman gain will be
K  =  PX*(P X + Pp)-1 (7.1)
The merged covariance and mean will then be
Pt =  Px — K  * Px
_  _  (7-2)1 = x + K  * (p — x)
I f  x, p are Gaussian, distributed as it has been assumed they are in section 6.1, and 
are independent over time then equation 7.2 is the maximum likelihood estimate with 
variance less than any other linear unbiased estimate [58].
To evaluate the performance of the reconstruction process under noisy conditions twenty 
different experiments have been performed on each noise level for both sequences 1 and
2. A different seed is selected for the Gaussian random generator process of each data 
set. For all experiments performed on each of the sequences the same camera capturing 
positions have been used as presented in figure 7.1. Figures 7.6,7.7,7.8,7.9, illustrate 
reconstructions of the first scene under the four different noise levels. Features are 
also superimposed on the corresponding images to demonstrate the effect of noise. 
Similar results for the second sequence of the two empty rooms are presented in figures 
7.10,7.11,7.12,7.13.
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Figure 7.6: R econstruction  of boxes sequence w ith noise level rq. (a),(b) Fram es 0 and
7 w ith  the noisy feature superim posed . (c),(d),(e) R econstructed  m odels up to  0,5,10
fram e respectively, (f).(g j.(h ) F inal m odel from  different viewing angles.
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Figure 7.7: R econstruction of boxes sequence w ith noise level r2. (a),(b) Frames 0 and
7 w ith the noisy feature superim posed. (c),(d),(e) Reconstructed models up to 0,5,10
fram e respectively. (f),(g),(h) F inal model from different viewing angles.
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Figure 7.8: R econstruction of boxes sequence w ith noise level 7-3 . (a).(b) Fram es 0 and
7 w ith the noisy feature superim posed. (c).(d).(e) R econstructed models lip to 0,5,10
fram e respectively. (f),(g),(h) Final model from different viewing angles.
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Figure 7.9: R econstruction of boxes sequence w ith noise level /q. (a),(b) Fram es 0 and
7 w ith the noisy feature superim posed. (c),(d).(e) R econstructed models up to 0,5,10
frame respectively. (f),(g).(h) F inal model from different viewing angles.
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Figure 7.10: Reconstruction of the two rooms scene with noise level i'\. (a),(b),(c) 
Frames 0.6 and 14 with the noisy feature superimposed. (d),(e),(f) Reconstructed 
models up to 1.6.15 frame respectively, (g).(h) Final model from different, viewing
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(a)
Figure 7.11: Reconstruction of the two rooms scene with noise level r 2. (a).(b),(c) 
Frames 0.6 and 14 with the noisy feature superimposed. (d),(e).(f) Reconstructed 
models up to 1.6,15 frame respectively. (g),(h) Final model from different viewing 
angles.
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(?) th)
Figure 7.12: Reconstruction of the two rooms scene with noise level 7-3. (a),(b),(c) 
Frames 0,6 and 14 with the noisy feature superimposed. (d).(e),(f) Reconstructed 
models up to 1.6,15 frame respectively, (g),(li) Final model from different viewing 
angles.
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(g) (h)
Figure 7.13: R econstruction of the two rooms scene w ith noise level rq. (a),(b),(c)
Fram es 0 .C and 14 w ith the noisy feature superim posed. (d),(e).(f) R econstructed
models up to 1.6.15 fram e respectively, (gj.(h) Final model from different viewing
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Noise in the input estimates significantly affects the geometry of the reconstructed 
models. This is depicted in the figures 7.14,7.15. For each of the two scenes the 
mean,standard deviation and the maximum distance between the endpoints of the 
finally estimated structure features and the corresponding ground truth positions has 
been measured. Figures 7.14,7.15 present the expected deterioration of the models as 
the noise increases.
The results demonstrate that the reconstructed models topology has been influenced 
by the introduction of noise in the feature estimates. For the first synthetic sequence 
with noise levels r \ , r 2 and r 3 in all experiments the scenes surfaces have correctly 
approximated, there are no holes and no invalid triangles as it can be seen in table 7.2. 
For the highest noise level rq however more than half of the reconstructions exhibit 
a number of holes. Despite this most of the triangles in the reconstructed model 
approximate real scene surfaces.
There are two main reasons resulting in holes in the reconstructed model. Consider the 
experiment presented in figure 7.16. Initially (figure 7.16(a)) the rear box is connected 
to the back wall. No junctions have been identified for any of the top corners of this 
back wall and thus no triangles have been hypothesised to cover this surface up to the 
fourth frame (figure 7.16(b)). When feature visibility invalidates the triangles that join 
the box with the wall in the subsequent frame the model remain with a hole (figure 
7.16(c)). Due to the restrictive navigation plan the hole is not filled. It should be 
noted that this failure in the presence of noise levels is not catastrophic. Holes that 
are introduced into the reconstruction can be corrected by further image observations 
of the features surrounding the hole. All triangles in the final model correspond to real 
surfaces demonstrating the convergence to a correct partial approximation of the true 
surface topology in the presence of noise.
Another example where the method fails to obtain a correct approximation of the 
surface topology for high noise levels is illustrated in figure 7.17. The reconstructed 
model up to frame five is shown in figure 7.17(a). The next image is presented in 
figure 7.17(b) with the visible noisy measurements superimposed. In this case the big 
gap between the two successive views results to a very noisy estimate for the upper
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Seq. Noise Level Surfaces Average triangle 
number
Models with 
invalid triangles
Models with 
holes
1 n 16 84 0 0
1 r 2 16 84 0 0
1 7*3 16 84 1 0
1 r4 16 85 3 11
2 n 20 133 0 0
2 r 2 20 134 0 0
2 r3 20 140 7 4
2 r4 20 149 12 16
Table 7.2: Table of model reconstruction statistics for sequences 1,2 and four different 
level of noise on 20 distinct experiments.
line of the side wall and thus the visibility test results in the deletion of its associated 
triangles on the ceiling (figure 7.17(c)). The final model is shown in figure 7.17(d). 
Again the high noise level does not result in catastrophic failure, all triangles in the 
reconstructed model correspond to real scene surfaces and the holes could be filled by 
capturing further images.
For the second synthetic sequence again all the experiments performed with noise of 
level r \ and r2 successfully reconstructed the scenes topology as it is presented in table
7.2. This was not achieved for noise level r 2 where four of the experiments resulted 
in a number of holes. The effect of noise aggravated on the next level (r4) where 
most of the models involves a large number of holes. This decrease in the algorithms 
performance compared with the first sequence is justified from the even wider viewing 
angles between subsequent frames and the smaller number of frames where the same 
features are visible across multiple views.
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Number of experiment
Number of experiment
Figure 7.14: Models geometry evaluation for the boxes sequence. The mean,variance 
and maximum distances of estimated models relative to the ground truth information
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Number of experiment
Number of experiment
Number of experiment
Figure 7.15: Models geometry evaluation for the two rooms sequence. The
mean,variance and maximum distances of estimated models relative to the ground 
truth information
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(a) (b)
fc) (d)
Figure 7.16: Example of reconstruction failure. (a).(b),(c),(d) Reconstructed models 
up to frames 0,4.5 and 15 respectively.
(c) (d)
Figure 7.17: Example of reconstruction failure, (a)Reconstruction up to frame 5. 
(b)Frame 6 with superimposed features. (c)Model after frame 6. (d) Final model
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Noise is an inherent problem of any real system and in this section an attempt has 
been made to imitate its effect by examination of a large number of experiments 011 
multiple scenes. For both sequences used, reliable reconstructions are accomplished for 
noise up to 7-3 level. This noise level correspond to a maximum error (with 99.73% 
confidence) of ±6% over the line lengths. In practice this exceeds the expected noise 
level for estimated scene features reconstructed using structure-from-motion algorithms 
on real image sequences [60]. For the highest noise scale (±9%) typically multiple holes 
occur in the reconstructed models. This problem could be circumvented by image 
sequences where features are observed from different angles. This would be the case in 
an autonomous system where camera viewpoints are selected based on missing data in 
the prior global model.
The analysis of sequences in the presence of noise allows us to conclude that the re­
construction algorithm together with the statistical framework for feature updates and 
visibility constraints is reliable for noise levels with up to 6% error in the feature esti­
mates. This level of error as it was demonstrated in the images where noisy features are 
superimposed corresponds to several pixels in the image and is therefore considerably 
greater than the 2-3 pixel error expected for real sequences. This section has consid­
ered the purely statistical error due to measurement noise. In the following section we 
evaluate the effect of other sources of error such as missing data.
7.1.3 Sequences w ith  incom ple te  feature sets
Up until this section reconstructions have been demonstrated using a complete structure 
primitive set that comprises all lines and junctions visible in the scene for each camera 
viewpoint. Unfortunately, in a real system features are not necessarily reconstructed 
in all images in which they are visible. This is due to failure of the low-level process­
ing operations such as image feature extraction, junction identification and matching 
across multiple frames. Therefore, visible features will be missing from the SFM re­
construction. To evaluate the model reconstruction performance for missing features, 
synthetic sequences with the following conditions have been tested:
1. Absence of ju n c tio n  inform ation  for the entire sequence.
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Figure 7.18: A wire-frame representation of the seq. 1 with line features enumerated
2. Absence of a random set of features from the entire sequence.
3. Random absence of a fixed proportion of features from each frame.
A set of sequences have been generated for the first scene with two boxes in the middle of 
a room. As in the previous section features are generated with a Gaussian feature noise 
of level of 7-3. To facilitate the following discussion figure 7.18 presents a wire-frame 
view of the scene with the line features enumerated.
Reconstruction w ithou t junction  inform ation. The importance of junction in­
formation in the quality of the reconstructed models has been highlighted in section
6.2. To substantiate this significance the scene has been reconstructed without the use 
of any junction knowledge. Noise of level 7*3 has also been added to the feature end­
points. The resulting triangulated scene model is illustrated in figure 7.19. Although 
the topology has been recovered, the model is characterised by the thin triangles that 
have been formed at every corner of the scene. These triangles span the space between 
the lines that otherwise were forming the junctions. This redundancy is reflected in the 
final number of triangles which is 112 and compared with the average 84 triangles for 
reconstructing the same scene with the same noise level an increase of 25% is observed. 
This result illustrates that the absence of junction information does not cause failure 
of the reconstruction algorithm but results in an increase in the number of triangles.
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Figure 7.19: Reconstructed model with no junction information. (a),(b),(c)Final model 
from several viewing positions, (d) A close look at the reconstructed boxes.
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Figure 7.20: Reconstruction where significant line structure is missing from the input 
feature set. (a),(b),(c) Model viewed from different angles.
Reconstruction w ith  features missing from  the entire sequence. Line estimates 
are equivalently important to junctions especially when only a sparse feature set is 
available. However, a significant point is that depending on the real scene geometry 
and topology not all lines appear to be equally critical. To demonstrate this a number 
of line primitives has been randomly selected (using a uniform distribution random 
number generator process) and deliberately kept out of the input data during the 
whole sequence.
An example reconstruction of the scene where features {3,4.24,26.30,52.65} (almost 
20% of the whole line set) are missing is presented in figure 7.20. Noise of scale r3 
has also has been added. The scene is correctly reconstructed except for triangles 
adjacent to missing features 3. The absence of this feature causes the big hole in the 
model. In the example of the presented synthetic scene it was found that if any of the 
features{ 1,3,5,7}. as referred to in figure 7.18, were missing for the entire sequence this 
would have resulted in holes in the model. This can be justified considering the fact that 
the whole extent of these lines cannot be seen in a single frame at least with the specific 
internal camera parameters. This evaluation demonstrates that for a scene with sparse 
structure detection of some features can be critical to obtaining a full reconstruction. 
However, in the absence of such critical features a partial reconstruction is obtained 
with holes which could be filled by capturing images in the neighborhood of the missing 
features.
Reconstruction w ith  features missing for part o f the sequence. The absence of 
features for the entire image sequence is in most practical situations overly constrain­
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ing. For real image sequence it is likely that features are not correctly identified or 
matched for part of the sequence but are correctly extracted from different viewpoints. 
This could be due for instance to changes in surface appearance with viewpoint. To 
simulate this process the initial assumption that lines remain concealed throughout the 
entire sequence is relaxed. Two different experiments have been conducted where a 
randomly selected sample of 20% and 30% respectively of the whole line feature set 
was hidden from the whole scene in each frame. All features also include noise at the 
r3 level. Figures 7.21 and 7.22 present the frames from the sequences used in each case 
with the noisy features (level r3) superimposed. The associated final models are illus­
trated in figures 7.23 and 7.24. From this analysis with up to 20% missing data a full 
reconstruction is obtained without errors. When the percentage of missing features is 
increased to 30% holes appear with greater frequency and an expert navigation plan is 
required in order to accurately approximate the scene surfaces. This evaluation demon­
strates that reliable reconstruction of surface topology can be achieved with noise levels 
up to 6% and up to 20% missing data.
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(Frame 0) (Frame 2) (Frame 4)
W M m i
(Frame 7) (Frame 9)(Frame 6)
(Frame 10) (Frame 12) (Frame 14)
(Frame 16) (Frame 18) (Frame 22)
Figure 7.21: Sequence of fram es for reconstruction when 2 0 % of line features are hidden
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(Frame 0) (Frame 1) (Frame 4)
(Frame 7) (Frame 8) (Frame 10)
'
(Frame 12) (Frame 15) (Frame 16)
(Frame 23)(Frame 18) (Frame 20)
Figure 7.22: Sequence of fram es for reconstruction  when 30% of line features are hidden
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Figure 7.23: Reconstructed model from sequence with 20% of lines missing. (a),(b),(c) 
Models up to 2,9,16 frame respectively. (d),(e).(f) Final model.
Figure 7.24: Reconstructed model from sequence with 30% of lines missing. (a),(b),(c) 
Models up to 0.8,18 frame respectively. (d).(e),(f) Final model.
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7.2 R eal D a ta
Application of the surface reconstruction system proposed, integrated to the robotic 
mobile platform system described in chapter 1, is presented in this section. Unfortu­
nately, due to experimental limitation, the SFM analysis was performed over the entire 
sequence prior to reconstruction and no control over the robot positions was available. 
The sequence captured involves ten images that show the corner of a lab as the robot 
passes by (figure 7.25).
Junction points and line features are automatically extracted and matched along con­
secutive frames of the acquired sequence. A recursive SFM algorithm [60] is applied and 
estimates for the 3D location of the sparse scene features and the camera position and 
orientation is computed for every frame. Our modelling algorithm was subsequently 
used and the resulting models at different stages of the reconstruction process are pre­
sented in figure 7.26. The topology of the real scene has been successfully approximated 
in the reconstructed models despite the limited number of input frames. Holes occur 
due to occlusion of the several objects in the scene while the lack of controlling the 
robot prevents the filling of gaps.
This is a limited experiment but provides some evidence on the ability of our recon­
struction algorithm to produce a reasonable model for images of a real scene. Further 
evaluation for the reconstruction of real scenes is however required before definitive 
conclusions can be drawn. This was not possible due to failures of the structure from 
motion process on several sequences of indoor scenes captured for this purpose. Failure 
occurred due to insufficient feature matching information between consecutive frames 
to constrain the projective reconstruction. Therefore, the simulation system for gener­
ating synthetic structure-from-motion sequences described earlier in this chapter was 
developed.
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(Frame 0) (Frame 2) (Frame 4)
(Frame 6) (Frame 8) (Frame 9)
Figure 7.25: Real sequence from the corner of a lab
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.26: Reconstruction of the real scene sequence. (a),(b),(c)Models up to 4,6 and 
9 frame
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C h a p t e r  8
D isc u ss io n , C o n c lu sio n s an d  
F u rth er  W ork
Development of an autonomous vehicle to navigate an unknown environment and re­
construct full 3D scene models has been a long term goal in the field of machine vision. 
An ambitious system has been designed to target this problem by using only monocu­
lar video input. In contrast with the recent trend of integrating multiple sophisticated 
sensors (LRS, ultrasound, GPS) the aim of this work was to investigate if  it is possible 
to reconstruct environment models using only passive visual sensing of video image 
sequences. The use of a simple camera has potential advantages in terms of cost and 
simplicity of integration.
The research presented in this thesis has primarily focused on the sub-problem of re­
construction of a scene surface model given a sparse set of 3D scene features estimates 
and camera locations together with their covariances. A theoretical analysis of the 
problem of reconstruction from sparse feature estimates in N-views has been presented. 
This analysis has led to the development of a general solution to the problem of recon­
structing a scene model, which is a planar approximation of an arbitrary scene using 
feature visibility constraints. This algorithm has been shown to converge to an approx­
imation of the real scene surfaces as the number of views increases. An incremental 
algorithm has been introduced which gives a computationally efficient approximation 
to the general algorithm and converges in the limit to a valid approximation of the real
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scene. Implementation of this algorithm and subsequent evaluation on synthetic and 
real sequences has enabled the following conclusions to be reached:
• The incremental reconstruction algorithm using feature visibility allows correct 
reconstruction of scene surface topology and geometry for indoor environments 
of moderate complexity.
• The algorithm using feature visibility converges rapidly to only contain triangles 
which approximate the true scene surface and eliminate false surface hypothesis. 
The actual number of views required will depend on the particular scene structure.
• The computational cost of the algorithm is approximately linear in the number 
of scene features and views.
• Reliable scene reconstruction is achieved in the presence of noise using feature 
covariance estimates in applying feature visibility.
Several achievements have been accomplished in the field of indoor scene reconstruction 
from sparse feature sets [57, 55, 62, 56]. The sparseness of the input structure primitive 
set is the central point of this study and differs from previous work on 3D reconstruction 
using dense range maps in that the local scene topology can not be estimated directly 
from a single view (section 3.1).
In chapter 3 a novel theoretical analysis of the problem of reconstructing surface models 
from sparse 3D data has been presented. This analysis has resulted in an algorithm 
that provably converges to the real scene topology as the number of views captured 
is increases. The basis for this algorithm is the use of feature visibility. No prior 
assumptions about the structure of the scene are required except that no transparent 
surfaces are existing. This N-view reconstruction methodology is based on a hypothesise 
and verify strategy and it is independent of the order that frames are processed.
A practical problem with the general framework is that although the model is built 
incrementally for each frame the algorithm relies on a history of feature visibility in­
formation from all prior views. This results in a computational cost of 0 (N 2) where 
N  is the number of frames in the sequence. To circumvent this problem, the order
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independence characteristic is relaxed. An algorithm that achieves an overall linear 
complexity, 0 (N ), over the number of frames and so ensures efficient applicability on 
extended video sequences has been presented in chapter 4. The algorithm takes as 
input features (junction points and lines) and it is shown to yield models that converge 
to an approximation of the real scene surface topology.
In the subsequent chapter 5 a new planar constrained Delaunay triangulation algo­
rithm was introduced. This algorithm is incremental in the sense of stepwise addition 
of new features while maintaining a Delaunay triangular model. The algorithm is used 
in the scene model reconstruction to efficiently introduce newly observed features into 
the global model. The algorithm is shown to exhibit an asymptotically optimal perfor­
mance.
The final contribution of this research involves a statistical framework that makes the 
reconstruction process tolerant to noisy measurements and it is presented in chapter 
6. The covariances associated with the estimates of both feature positions and camera 
parameters for each frame are utilised to build an uncertainty envelope around the 
reconstructed model. This envelope prevents invalid deletion of modelled structure 
during the verification stage of the algorithm and helps make the whole process more 
robust.
The applicability of the model has been extensively evaluated on a series of synthetic 
sequences of 3D feature estimates. Repeated tests have been performed for sequences 
with missing data and added noise at multiple levels. The results obtained from this 
analysis demonstrate that the proposed hypothesise and verify strategy using feature 
visibility yields models that closely approximate the actual scenes topology. Evaluation 
of the statistical framework has been performed by introducing different levels of noise 
in the estimated feature measurements. The robustness of the model reconstruction 
process has been demonstrated for a scale of noise greater than that expected from a 
real SFM system. Finally, despite the already sparse form of the feature set the method 
manages to yield accurate models even under incomplete input structure primitive sets.
A limited evaluation has been performed on feature estimates obtained from real image 
sequences. This demonstrates reasonable reconstruction of the real scene surfaces.
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Evaluation on data from real scenes has been limited due to difficulties experienced 
in obtaining structure-from-motion estimates for indoor scenes with sparse features. 
Although the reconstruction results from the limited real set available is accurate and 
plausible, more extensive assessment is required. Unfortunately, due to problems in 
the recursive SFM process no other set has been provided and access on other similar 
results proved difficult to obtain.
A number of publications have resulted directly from the work on model reconstruction 
from sparse feature data:
• A.Manessis, A.Hilton, P.McLauchlan, P.Palmer. A statistical geometric frame­
work for reconstruction of scene models. In BMVC, volume 1, pages 222-231, 
September 2000.
• A.Manessis, A.Hilton, P.Palmer, P.McLauchlan. Reconstruction of scene models 
from sparse 3D structure. In CVPR, volume 2, pages 666-671, June 2000
• A.Manessis, A.Hilton, P.Palmer. Scene modelling from sparse data. Submitted 
to International Journal of Computer Vision, 2001.
In addition, the complete system and mobile robot platform as presented in Chapter 1 
has been published in:
• P.McLauchlan, X.Shen, A.Manessis, A.Hilton, P.Palmer. Surface based structure- 
from-motion using feature groupings. In ACCV, volume 2, pages 699-705, Jan­
uary 2000.
8.1 W h a t  is  t h e  n e x t  s t e p ?
Despite the significant advances made by the research presented in this thesis towards 
model reconstruction from sparse data, this area of research is by no means finished. 
The most important limitation of this study is the absence of a comprehensive evalua­
tion on real data.
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A further verification stage could be introduced into the sparse reconstruction algo­
rithm based on matching the appearance of hypothesised surface regions across multiple 
views. Ensuring that hypothesised surface regions have the same appearance from all 
views in which they are visible (allowing for illumination and surface reflectance) would 
provide a further surface visibility constraint to verify the results of feature visibility 
and potentially make the process more robust and faster to converge to the real scene 
topology.
Maybe the most important limitation of the developed algorithm is its applicability to 
planar scenes that can only contain planar objects. This possibly is not very restricted 
for indoor scenes and basically man made environments that are mostly structured with 
planar faces but certainly narrows the general utilisation of the process. Nevertheless in 
case 3D estimates of features lying on curved objects exist, a triangular approximation 
of the curved surface can be constructed as illustrated in Appendix 4. The geometric 
reconstruction theory introduced in chapter 3 is general enough for incorporating curve 
features in the process. However, curves have not been considered in the possible 
estimated feature set of the overall system and thus no provision has been made for such 
primitive in the developed algorithm. Curves and curved surfaces can be reconstruced 
based on a piece-wise planar approximation. However, the resulting representation is 
unlikely to be efficient. Extension of the theoretical analysis to the problem of general 
curved feature visibility is required to provide a satisfactory solution.
Further work is also required in the area of visualising the reconstructed models. The 
flat shaded VRML models currently produced may some times be misleading and thus 
texture from the video images should be superimposed on them in order to achieve 
realism.
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A p p e n d i x  A
O rd er in d e p e n d e n c y  o f  
r e c o n s tr u c tio n  th e o r y
A theory for N-view reconstruction of a consistent triangulated 3D model has been 
presented in chapter 3. The approach is based 011 an incremental integration of new 
local models to an existing globally consistent representation and has been proved to 
converge to the true scene topology. An important characteristic of this methodology 
is that the order in which views are processed does not affect the final reconstruction.
To prove this order independency property consider the integration process between two 
views i and j  as a binary operator (denoted with •) applied to the corresponding local 
consistent triangular models Mj, M j which results in M  = {M j U M j}. Also assume 
that there is a set of visibility constraints C =  {Cj, C j, C jj} , C jj =  Cj (J On associated 
to features visible only in i, only in j  or both i , j  views correspondingly. First it can 
be shown that the operator is commutative such that:
Mj • M j =  M j • Mi (A.l)
Denoting as die subset of Mj that is invalid to c visibility constraints
and applying steps 4,5, 6 of the reconstruction algorithm for integrating j  to i  and 
inversely we get
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[Mi -  Mj]. [Mj-  M ? ‘] =  (J  M'j
[M j -  M ?1] .  [Mi -  =  M'j (J  M(
(A.2) 
(A.3)
As the union of two sets is commutative, relation A .l is valid. Using similar reasoning 
it can be proved that A .l stands even if one of Mj, M j is a global model consistent with 
visibility constraints over a set of views.
A second important property of the methodology is that is associative. Assuming a 
third view k and its corresponding triangular set M k it will be proved that
Relation A.4 indicates that integrating a new view k to an existing consisten pair 
of views i , j  is equivalent to integrating the initial view model i to a model con­
sistent with j,k .  Note that the order of views inside the parenthesis is not im­
portant according to A.l. The set of visibility constrains set now becomes C =
(Mj .  M j) .  M k =  Mi • {M j .  M k) (A.4)
[Ci, C j, Cf., C \ j , C\jc, Cjik, Cij^k} and the sides of A.4 can be written as
(M; .  M j) .  M k =  ([Mi -  M j  -  M + ]  (J[M j -  M f ‘ -  M + ] )  .  M k 
=  [Mi -  M j  -  Mp-  M f ‘ ] |J  -  M f l -  M +
[Mk -  M k ‘ -  M j  -  M + ]
j \( [Mj- ?‘ -  -  M j ]  (J
(A.5)
Mi .  (M j • M k) = (M j .  M k) •  M i
(A.6)
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Comparing equations A.5 and A .6 proves that our recursive reconstruction approach is 
associative. Again any of M j, M k can be considered as global models over a set of 
views.
Using the commutative and associative properties that has been proven to characterise 
the methodology any chosen order of processing views can be shown to be equiva­
lent to any other. Therefore the theoretical algorithm presented in chapter 3 is order 
independent.
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A p p e n d i x  B
E x a m p le  a p p lic a t io n  o f  
C o n str a in e d  D e la u n a y  
T r ia n g u la tio n  a lg o r ith m
Estimation of the surfaces that span the space between the cloud of 3D features es­
timated from SFM is achieved using a hypothesise and verify strategy. The surface 
hypothesis step is based on the planar Constrained Delaunay Triangulation over the 
projected scene primitives as they have been seen from a specific viewpoint. A new 
incremental algorithm presented in chapter 5 has been developed to yield such a planar 
triangular subdivision. In this appendix the algorithm is described as it is applied on 
example meshes for imposing point and line constrains.
B . l  P o i n t  i n s e r t io n  e x a m p le
Adding a new point p to an existing triangulation T  is illustrated in figure B.l. Initially 
the triangle t bounding^ is identified (figure B.l (a)). Point p is then connected to the 
vertices of t (figureB.l(b)) forming three new triangles £1 + 2+3 and t is removed. The 
three new edges are all Delaunay [49] while ei,e2,e3 are pushed in the stack in order 
to inspect if  they still satisfy the empty circle criterion (figureB.l(c)). Edges e^,e2 are
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tested sequentially and as p lays outside their corresponding circle they are Delaunay 
edges and remain unchanged. However, for edge e\ the circumscribed circle of triangle 
t contains p (figureB.l(d)). The edge thus is swapped resulted in two new triangles 
t 'i, t2 (figureB.l(e)) with edges 0,6 are inserted into the stack. Both the new triangles 
are tested and as the are valid the algorithm terminates (figureB.l(f)).
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Figure B .l: Poin t insertion  example. Lines in the stack have been sketched w ith dots.
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B .2  L in e  s e g m e n t  in s e r t io n  e x a m p le
An example of imposing a line segment to an existing mesh is presented in figure B.2. 
It has been assumed that its endpoints A, G has already been added using the point 
insertion algorithm and its bounding polygon is A B C D E F G H IJK . The intersected 
edges are added to the list sorted in order of intersection along AG. The initial bounding 
polygon, the intersected edges and the constraint is illustrated in figure B.2(a). For the 
succeeding description an edge is referred to as convex or concave depending on the 
quadrilateral formed by the two adjacent triangles having this edge common.
The first edge to be processed is B K  and as it is convex it swaps to AJ. Both edges 
AK , K J  are Delaunay edges and do not have to be tested. The subsequent edge B J  
is concave and thus pushed onto the stack (figure B.2(b)). In figure B.2(c) the swap of 
the next edge CJ to BD  is presented. Edge B J  at the top of the stack is still concave 
and so remains there. The following edge to be processed is D J  which is swapped to 
B I  (figure B.2(d)). Again B J  is checked and as it has become convex it swaps to A l.  
Edge B I  intersects the constraint AG and so is inserted onto the stack (figure B.2(e)).
In the list of unprocessed edges the succeeding one is D I  which is convex and it swaps to 
B E  (figure B.2(f)). This results in edge BD  being tested using the Delaunay criterion. 
As the circle passing through points B, C, D (figure B.2(g)) encompassing point E  the 
edge is invalid and so swaps to CE. Edge B I  on the top of the stack becomes convex 
as well and thus swaps to AE  (figure B.2(h)).
The next edge is E l  which swaps to AH  (figure B.2(i)) and edge A l  is then checked with 
the Delaunay criterion. The circle circumscribing triangle AJ I  encloses H  as illustrated 
in figure B.2(j)) and so A l  swaps to JH . The subsequent edge to be processed is E H  
which is convex and so swaps to A F  (figure B.2(k)). Edge AE  then violates the 
Delaunay constraint and is thus also swapped to B F  as can be seen in figure B.2(l). 
Final intersected edge is F H . This edge is convex and its swap results in the original 
constraint AG (figure B.2(m)). This process though invalidates edge A F  (figure B.2 (n)) 
which swaps to BG and this in turn results to the swap of B F  to E F  (figure B.2(o)). 
The resulting triangulation has constraint AG imposed and all triangles satisfy the 
Delaunay empty circum-circle constraint.
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Figure B.2: Line segment insertion example. Filled lines corresponds to swapped edges, 
dashed lines to the edges in the list waiting to be processed and dotted lines to edges 
in the stack.
Appendix B. Example application of Constrained Delaunay Triangulation
A p p e n d i x  C
S y n th e t ic  S e q u e n c e s
An environment very similar to a first person game has been constructed in order to 
closely imitate the way the real system with a single camera is navigated around the 
scene and captures snapshots of its structure from several viewpoints. Three different 
scenes has be constructed. The first consists a room with a couple of boxes in the 
middle. The second, little more complicated, presents two empty rooms connected 
through a doorway while the last is the longer and involves a whole floor with four 
rooms and corriddors. All three scenes are simply textured and lighted so that the 
bounds between the faces of the participated objects are clearly distiguisable.
In this appendix and for each of the three sequences, images of the corresponding 
scenes are illustrated (figures C.1,C.2,C.3,C.4), as rendered from the viewpoints that 
the operator chooses during the incremental reconstruction process. The first scene 
consists of 16 images the second 20 and the third and final 55 images.
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(Frame 0) (Frame 2)
(F ram e  4) (Frame 6)
(Frame 8) (Frame 10)
(Frame 12) (Frame 15)
Figure C .l: Fram es from the room w ith boxes synthetic sequence
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(Frame 0) (Frame 1) (Frame 3)
(Frame 4) (Frame 5) (Frame 6)
(Frame 7) (Frame 10) (Frame 11)
(Frame 16) (Frame 18) (Frame 19)
Figure C.2: Fram es from the 2 em pty rooms sequence
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(Frame 0) (Frame 2) (Frame 4)
(Frame 5) (Frame 7) (Frame 9)
(Frame 10) (Frame 12) (Frame 13)
(Frame 15) (Frame 17) (Frame 19)
(Frame 21) (Frame 23) (Frame 25)
Figure C.3: Fram es from the floor sequence (0-25)
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(Frame 33) (Frame 35) (Frame 37)
(Frame 43)(Frame 39) (Frame 41)
(Frame 45) (Frame 46) (Frame 48)
(Frame 50) (Frame 53) (Frame 54)
Figure C.4: Fram es from the floor sequence (26-54)
Appendix C. Synthetic Sequences
A p p e n d i x  D
R e c o n str u c tio n  o f  C u rv ed  
S u rfaces
The system presented in this study addresses the problem of reconstructing a consistent 
model of an arbitrary planar scene without any prior information on its topology. 
For indoor environments that consists primarely of man made objects this planarity 
restriction does not impose a serious limitation. Nevertheless, curved surfaces will 
always exist in a real scene. In case the corresponding curved object is flat shaded 
there is an inherent limitation in estimating its 3D geometry using a SFM process as 
no reliable matching and tracking of features on its surface can be performed.
Assume however that the object is textured in such a way that the 3D position of 
features can be estimated on its surface. Then its topology can be approximated to 
a precision determined by the density and location of this feature set by a triangular 
mesh. To demonstrated this a new synthetic sequence similar to the one with the two 
boxes in the middle of a room has been constructed where a cylinder approximated 
by a dodecahedron has been placed on top of the rear box. A ll th irty edges of the 
dodecahedron are assumed visible as the camera moved around the room. The captured 
images are illustrated in figure D.l. Using the described methodology a 3D model of 
the scene is progressively built. The reconstruction of this model up to different frame 
instances is presented in figures D.2(a),(b),(c),(d). The final model along with some 
close views of the cylinder are finally shown in figures D.2(e),(f),(g).
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(Frame 0) (Frame 2)
(Frame 3) (Frame5)
(Frame 6) (Frame 8)
(Frame 10) (Frame 12)
Figure D .l: Frames from the room  w ith the cylinder sequence
Figure D.2: Reconstruction of the cylinder sequence. (a),(b),(c).(d) Models up to 0,4,7 
and 10 frame respectively. (e),(f),(g)Final model and close views of the cylinder.
Appendix D. Reconstruction of Curved Surfaces
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